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The Dynamics of Rigid Bodies on Moving Deformable Support Media
Manolis N. Chatzis
The rocking motion of a solid block on a moving deformable base is a
dynamic problem, that despite its apparent simplicity, involves a number of
complex dynamic phenomena such as impacts, sliding, geometric and mate-
rial nonlinearities and, under some circumstances, chaotic behavior. For that
reason, since the first model proposed by G.W. Housner in 1963, a number
of alternative models have been proposed for its mathematical simulation.
Although, with very few exceptions, the previous models in the literature
make the simplified assumption that this motion is planar, this is usually
not true since a body will probably not be aligned with the direction of the
ground motion. Thus, even in the case where the body is fully symmetric,
the rocking motion involves three dimensional rotations and displacements.
Moreover, for reasons more related to functionality than safety, it is not
uncommon for heavy mechanical and electrical equipment to be placed on
wheels. Examples of such devices are medical carts, mechanical equipment
in hospitals, electrical transformers and recently even supercomputers. Al-
though wheels facilitate the operation of these devices, they also affect the
response of these objects during earthquakes; not necessarily in a beneficial
way.
This dissertation develops suitable models for simulating the previous
dynamic problems. The equations of motion and suitable contact models are
developed for each case. The importance of phenomena often neglected in
the literature is stressed. Suitable examples illustrate the complex dynamic
character of the problems examined.
Finally, a static contact problem is examined. A model is developed
for systems of multiple jointed elastic beams, using exact shape functions.
A special application of the method for the definition of pressure loads in
the wires of the main cable of a suspension bridge is presented. Examples
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There are multiple dynamic phenomena related to the behavior of a rigid
body on a moving deformable base. When the connection of the body to its
base is achieved through friction, the response of the body is characterized
under the term ‘Rocking’. It is therefore important to note that Rocking
incorporates a wide range of dynamic problems such as three dimensional
dynamics, impacts, sliding and free flight dynamics. The complexity of the
problem increases significantly as one gradually removes simplifying assump-
tions when trying to simulate the problem with an appropriate model.
However, even the simplest case of planar rocking is a challenging problem
that has attracted a great number of researchers. The problem is often
simulated as a pure planar rotational motion with respect to either of the
corner points of the body, accompanied by a physical law of impact describing
the time instance at which the ‘rocking corner’ changes. In reality however,
1
the corresponding ‘rocking corner’ may itself experience vertical vibrations
due to the support medium deformability, or slide due to insufficient frictional
resistance, or even loose contact with the support medium in which case the
body becomes completely separated from the ground, a situation that will
be referred to as uplift. Moreover, the transition between rocking corners
occurs in finite time intervals, where both of the corners of the body may be
in contact with the support medium. Finally, while the concept of rocking
corners fixed with respect to the body is a good approach for a body with
concentrated physical supports, it looses its validity for cases where the body
has a flat base.
To accurately describe rocking, a model should account for the support
medium deformability, sliding, uplift and geometric non-linearities and take
into consideration whether a body has a flat base or concentrated physical
supports.
While the inclusion of the previous phenomena is an important step to-
wards the better understanding of the Rocking Problem, the extension of
the models to three dimensions is an equally important and challenging step
mainly for two reasons: First, because the rocking response of a body in-
volves three dimensional displacements and rotations and only under special
conditions may indeed be planar. And second, because unlike planar rocking
the literature in 3D rocking is extremely limited.
Moreover, for reasons more related to functionality than safety a wide
range of objects is placed on casters. This choice has a significant effect
2
on the structural performance of a body. The dynamics of the casters are
strongly coupled with the 3D rocking dynamics giving rise to a great num-
ber of physical sub-phenomena, the combination of which constitutes the
response of the system.
The first part of this dissertation proposes models for simulating the afore-
mentioned problems. For each problem the dynamic equations of motion are
formulated and suitable contact models are developed. Examples are used to
illustrate the complex dynamic character of the problems and examine the
effect of ground motions on the response of these objects. The effects of the
simplifying assumptions of previous models are highlighted.
Finally, an unrelated contact problem is examined: the static behavior of
multiple jointed parallel elastic beams. This problem has the special applica-
tion in defining the distribution of pressure loads in the interior of the main
cable of a suspension bridge around a clamp and is examined in the second
part of this dissertation.
1.1 Dissertation Outline
This dissertation is organized in two parts. The first part deals with dynamic
contact problems of rigid bodies on deformable support media and was done
under the supervision of Professor Andrew W. Smyth. The second part
deals with the static contact problem of multiple jointed elastic beams and
was done under the supervision of Professor George Deodatis.
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The response of slender bodies, whose connection with the support medium
is achieved through friction, to earthquake excitations is a complex dynamic
response characterized as rocking. The dynamic character of the problem
was first explored with the ‘inverted Pendulum model’ proposed by Housner
in 1963 [19], and ever since a significant number of models have been pro-
posed for its mathematical simulation ([46], [23], [64], [63], [21], [50], [42],
[30], [43], [2], [65], [44], [54], [24], [55], [29] and [22]).
Assumptions commonly used in the literature include: neglecting slid-
ing, uplift, ground deformability and the three dimensional character of the
motion, while other times the equations of motion are linearized or part of
the reaction forces is neglected. In chapters 2 and 3 these assumptions are
relaxed, with the development of appropriate models.
Two new models are developed in chapter 2 for the simulation of a rigid
body, experiencing a 2D rocking motion on a moving deformable base. The
first model, the Concentrated Springs Model (CSM), simulates the ground as
tensionless vertical springs with vertical dampers placed at each of the two
bottom corners of the body, while the second, the Winkler Model (WM),
simulates the ground as a continuous medium of tensionless vertical springs
with vertical dampers. Three degrees of freedom are used to simulate the
motion of the body, the two coordinates of the center of mass of the body
and its rotation. The forces and moments occurring from the Winkler model
are determined analytically without simplifications on the integration length,
evaluating separately the contribution of the springs and dampers. Coulomb
4
friction is taken into account with both an analytical formulation and a
compliant penalty springs formulation. Both models are used in suitable
examples to illustrate the effect of sliding, uplift and ground deformability
in the response. It is also shown that the assumptions of neglecting sliding
and ground deformability are not conservative.
In chapter 3 the two models are extended to three dimensions. Six DOFs
are required to describe the motion of the body, the three coordinates of the
center of mass and three consecutive Euler angles for its rotation. The Euler
angles used are a 2−3−1 set. The equations of motions are then formulated
using Lagrange’s equations, without simplifying any of the terms. The sup-
port medium is simulated either as a system of vertical concentrated springs
and dampers attached at each of the corners of the body for the 3DCSM ,
or as distributed vertical springs and dampers when using the 3DWM . In
order to determine the forces and moments provided by the WM , one first
needs to determine the embedded portion of the body and then find the
convex solid corresponding to the vertices of the embedded solid and their
projection on the undeformed surface of the support medium. The forces
and moments are later defined with a symbolic procedure that makes use of
the divergence theorem and the polyhedral nature of the integral volumes.
A similar procedure is followed for the damping forces and moments. The
frictional forces are defined using a 3D extension of the penalty friction for-
mulation, where horizontal non linear springs and dampers are attached at
each corner point in both horizontal directions. The examples illustrate the
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different behavior of a body with physical concentrated supports, for which
the 3DCSM is suitable, when compared to a prism with a flat base, for
which the 3DWM is suitable. Moreover, the 3D character of the response is
emphasized, as it is shown that the assumption of a constant plane of rocking
is not in general true and might even lead to non-conservative results.
While the extension of the WM and CSM covers the structural behavior
of a wide range of structural and non-structural objects, they aren’t suitable
for objects that are placed on casters. A model for the dynamics of rigid
bodies with casters on a moving deformable base is developed in chapter 4.
The body is assumed to be a rigid symmetric prism, placed on rigid disks
that simulate the wheels. The disks are connected to the prism through
rigid links that allow them to swivel. To define the problem, 6 DOFs are
required to define the motion of the prism as in the case of chapter 3, while
two additional DOFs for each wheel are required to describe its swiveling
and spinning rotations. The equations of motion are formulated using La-
grange’s equation. A process of bringing Lagrange’s equation of motion in a
form suitable for time integration scheme is presented, which is applicable to
all similar problems, i.e. open kinematic chain problems with rotational con-
nections. The process involves breaking down the expressions to very basic
derivatives and separating the acceleration terms from the rest of the terms.
Having defined the dynamic equations of motion, the contact point for each
disk is defined geometrically.
The vertical reactions of the support medium are simulated as a non-
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tensile system of springs and dampers attached in parallel in each of the
contact points of the disks. The system is activated only when the corre-
sponding contact point is embedded into the support medium. To determine
the frictional interaction between the support medium and each disk a rolling
friction model is introduced that follows a penalty friction formulation. This
formulation is an extension of the frictional formulation presented in chapter
3, adjusted to account for rolling. Moreover the frictional reactions in the
revolute joints are also simulated. The model is used in suitable examples
that illustrate the effect on the structural performance of these objects of
simple actions related to their everyday use, such as the activation of the
breaks on some of the wheels. It is also shown that the rocking and wheel
dynamics are strongly coupled and that the optimal pattern of activated
breaks is a function of the earthquake characteristics.
While the previous chapters have dealt with dynamic contact problems,
an unrelated static contact problem is examined in chapter 5 where a model
is presented for multiple jointed elastic beams. Systems of jointed elastic
parallel beams appear often in engineering, with the double-beam system
being the most popular and well studied in literature. The beams are con-
nected with distributed springs that represent the interaction forces between
them. These springs result in coupled differential equations the solution of
which, with conventional finite element methods, when the number of beams
becomes substantial requires computational resources that can only be found
in a supercomputer. Instead, the method proposed in chapter 5 allows for the
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solution of these problems using a computer with modest specifications. The
Eigenvalue decomposition method is used to transform the system of differ-
ential equations introducing new variables for which the differential equations
are uncoupled. It is shown that each of these differential equations is of a
form, for which exact shape functions may be constructed. The method of
creating exact shape functions for each of these differential equations and
the corresponding exact stiffness matrices and equivalent loads is presented.
Moreover, a method to obtain the solutions at any location along the longi-
tudinal direction, without the need to include the point in the mesh is pre-
sented. The use of exact shape functions and the estimation displacements
and rotations in the interior of an element allow one to use the minimum
number of finite elements further reducing the computational cost.
Examples illustrate the exact nature of the method, i.e. the solution
obtained is independent of the number of elements used. The method is
also used to simulate the distribution of the pressure loads around the clamp
in the main cable of a suspension bridge. For this problem each wire is
simulated as a beam, while the contact forces between wires are simulated
as distributed springs. It is shown that one may use a small area around the
clamp to study the pressure loads, since these decay very fast when moving








Toward Robust Modeling Of
The Rocking Problem
This works is part of a paper that was coauthored with Professor Andrew
W. Smyth and was published in the Journal of Engineering Mechanics [8].
2.1 Introduction
The problem of rocking of a solid block subjected to horizontal support
motion at it base, was first addressed by G.W. Housner in 1963 [19]. Housner
was motivated to investigate the dynamic behavior of tall slender structures
after the Chilean earthquakes of 1960, where a number of slender structures
survived, when other structures, apparently more stable, toppled over. Since
then, a number of researchers have been engaged in the study of the complex
dynamics resulting from this conceptually simple problem.
The most popular model to simulate the rocking motion is the inverted
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pendulum model proposed by Housner [19]. This model has a piecewise an-
alytical solution. However, to derive this solution, a number of assumptions
have to be made: both the rocking body and its base are considered to be
rigid, sliding and uplift (i.e., when no point of the base of the block is in
contact with the ground) are neglected and the loss of energy from the rock-
ing impacts is described by the “factor of energy reduction”. An alternative
formulation of the same mathematical model, using Lagrangian formalism,
is the “complex formulation” proposed in [43]. Ishiyama [21] analytically
examined the effect of uplift and sliding, showing the importance of the two
phenomena in the response, using a model that assumed rigidity for both
the body and its base. An improved formulation, under similar assumptions
was presented in [50], while the analytical criteria for transition from rocking
to sliding where presented in [42]. Lipscombe and Pellegrino [30] showed
experimentally, that uplift after impacts is a factor of increasing importance
for smaller aspect ratios and thus the simple rocking models do not fully
describe the problem.
Psycharis and Jennings [46] proposed a model, considering the flexibility
of the ground, with either concentrated springs and dampers at the corners
or a Winkler type of foundation. The equations were linearized and the
sliding effect neglected. An improved version of the concentrated springs
model including geometric nonlinearity was presented in [39]. Koh, Spanos
and Roesset’s model [23] included a Winkler type of foundation model with
geometrically nonlinear equations. However, there are some simplifications
in the nonlinear behavior and also the effect of friction is not included. An
improvement to the model was proposed in [65], though sliding was still
neglected. Although there are other models in the literature, that com-
bine ground flexibility, frictional behavior and uplift [2], there is no rocking
specific model that includes the effects of geometric nonlinearities, ground
deformability, sliding and uplift.
More general models have been used by authors for solving the problem,
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such as models based on the DEM theory as developed by Cundall [9], or
general FEM models such as those proposed in [67] and [61]. These models
however were developed for contact problems in general and are thus not
optimized for the rocking problem.
The nonlinear nature of the problem leads to some unusual phenomeno-
logical response properties. For example, increasing the amplitude of the
base acceleration can in some circumstances lead to a more stable rocking
response, as was shown for sinusoidal and cosinoidal single pulse excitations
in Zhang and Makris [66]. This behavior was also observed in [3] for other
types of horizontal input.
In this chapter, two geometrically nonlinear models, that take into con-
sideration the effects of sliding and uplift, are developed. In addition to an
analysis of their free vibration response behavior, the two models are used
to create the safety-failure diagram for a block with the dimensions of the
locomotive examined in [66].
The models proposed are suitable for modeling the dynamic behavior of
bodies whose shear connection with the support medium is achieved through
friction, regardless of their aspect ratio, such as electric transformers, racks of
supercomputers, museum exhibits and masonry blocks in ancient structures,
among many other.
2.2 A review of Housner’s model
As it provides the basis for the majority of models which have been used
to consider this problem, we first briefly review the Housner model for the
rocking of rigid bodies subjected to ground motion.
In Housner’s formulation the problem is treated analytically making a
number of assumptions that result in the following inverted pendulum model:
To describe the problem the needed geometric quantities are the distance
























Figure 2.1: Equivalence between the physical problem and the three config-
urations










For rotation of the body with respect to its corner points O and A the




= −WR sin(α− θ) IAd
2θ
dt2
= WR sin(α + θ) (2.2)




−WRθ = −WRα IAd
2θ
dt2
−WRθ = WR(α) (2.3)
where W and IO, IA are the weight of the block and its inertia with respect
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to corner points O and A respectively.
In order to switch between the equations (2.2) for the different rocking
corners, there must be an assumption for the ratio of the kinetic energy before
and after the impact. The impact dynamics are thus treated, by examining
the motion just before and just after impact.
If there is no loss of energy, the body will undergo an oscillation with
constant amplitude θ, continuously switching from one rotating point to the
other. However, a part of the kinetic energy might be considered to be lost
during impact. This is achieved through the reduction of energy factor r,
which is often referred to in related literature as “the coefficient of restitu-





where θ1 and θ2 are the angles of rotation before and after impact respectively
and ˙( ) = d( )
dt
.
Under this model, r can be defined by using equation (2.4) and the equa-
tion of angular momentum (2.5) just before and after impact with respect to
point O and it is in fact only a function of the dimensions of the body and
its mass m.









Having determined r, it is easy to determine the amplitude of vibrations
after the nth impact, for free vibrations, using the following equation (2.7).
θn = 1−
√
1− rn (1− (1− θ0)2) (2.7)
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where θ0 is θ at the initial time t = t0.
To summarize, Housner’s model includes the following assumptions/simplifications:
1. The body and its base (usually the ground) are undeformable. The
assumption about the body being undeformable is logical in most cases, but
the ground, in many circumstances is significantly more flexible than the
rocking body.
2. There is no vertical motion of the rocking point.
3. Sliding is neglected and thus there is no differential horizontal motion
of the rocking point, with respect to the moving ground.
4. The loss of energy is solely described by the dimensions of the body.
The viscous/hysteretic damping contribution of the ground to energy loss is
neglected in the model.
5. No uplift can occur
6. Energy is lost only during impacts
2.3 Proposed models
In this section, two models will be introduced for plane rocking of a rigid body
on a deformable medium. The support medium is assumed to be elastic and
its undeformed state, i.e. the state of its surface in the absence of the body,
is horizontal. Both of the models describe the time histories for the two
displacement components x and y of the center of mass and the rotation θ of
the rigid body. The geometric, material nonlinearities and the ability of the
body to slide or uplift are taken into account using appropriate models.
2.3.1 Defining the generalized coordinates
Since rocking describes a rigid body motion, it is convenient to use generalized














α(   ,   )
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Ground
Surface y
Figure 2.2: Generalized coordinates. Note the sense of x and y used in this
work.
Because the body is assumed to be rigid, the general coordinates of points
1 and 2 are uniquely described by those of the center of mass x, y and θ:
x1 = x+R sin(β − θ) x2 = x+R sin(β + θ) (2.8)
y1 = y +R cos(β − θ) y2 = y −R cos(β + θ) (2.9)
And also the velocities of these points are:
x˙1 = x˙−R cos(β − θ)θ˙ x˙2 = x˙+R cos(β + θ)θ˙ (2.10)
y˙1 = y˙ +R sin(β − θ)θ˙ y˙2 = y˙ +R sin(β + θ)θ˙ (2.11)
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2.3.2 Concentrated Springs Model (CSM)
In this first model, the deformability of the ground is modeled through
a set of vertical springs and dampers at the two bottom corner points of
the rigid body. The springs and dampers are activated only when the cor-
responding point is submerged into the ground; this is the case when the
vertical coordinate of the point is non negative.
 
θ 
  f +mg 
2 2 2 2c x k x  
F2y  
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θ  
y  







Figure 2.3: An illustration of the forces acting in the Concentrated Springs
model
Equations of motion:
mx¨ = − (k1x1 + k2x2 + c1x˙1 + c2x˙2) +mg + fx (2.12)
my¨ = − (F1y + F2y)+ fy (2.13)
Icθ¨ = (k1x1 + c1x˙1)R cos(β − θ)− (k2x2 + c2x˙2)R cos(β + θ)
− F1yR sin(β − θ)− F2yR sin(β + θ),
(2.14)
where m and Ic are the mass and inertia, with respect to the center of mass,
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of the body respectively and:
k1 =

ko1 , ifx1 ≥ 0
0 , ifx1 < 0
k2 =

ko2 , ifx2 ≥ 0




co1 , ifx1 ≥ 0
0 , ifx1 < 0
c2 =

co2 , ifx2 ≥ 0
0 , ifx2 < 0
(2.16)
The forces fx and fy are externally applied forces along the corresponding
direction. In the case where these terms represent forces due to base accel-
erations, x and y in equations (2.12), (2.13) are the relative quantities, as
observed by an observer that moves with the base. For the frictional forces
a Coulomb friction model is used whose behavior is illustrated in Figure 2.4.
F 





Figure 2.4: Assumed frictional springs’ behavior
It should be noted, that in Figure 2.4 the first part of the force displace-
ment curve is not vertical as specified in the classic Coulomb’s model. The
infinite stiffness would require a Laplace inequality constraint. Instead the
penalty method [67] is used here, where the initial stiffness ky is a large num-
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ber. That results in having a small elastic displacement, even in the case
of sticking, which is however negligible. This is the usual technique used to
simulate friction with penalty methods.
F1y = min {|k1y (y1 − y01)| ,max (µ (k1x1 + c1x˙1) , 0)} sign(y1 − y01) (2.17)
F2y = min {|k2y (y2 − y02)| ,max (µ (k2x2 + c2x˙2) , 0)} sign(y2 − y02) (2.18)
where y01 and y02 are considered to be the physical lengths of the horizontal
springs that are updated each time the corner points slide.
2.3.3 Winkler Model (WM)
In this Winkler Model, the ground is simulated as an elastic continuous
medium of distributed vertical springs and dampers, with values kl and cl
respectively as can be seen in Figure 2.5. The undeformed surface of the
Winkler model, i.e. the surface of the Winkler space in the absence of the
body, is considered to be the horizontal surface x = 0. It is assumed here
that even points in the perimeter of the body, that don’t belong to the base,
can activate a ground spring. This is a basic difference with the Koh et al.
model [23] and the Winkler model proposed by Yuan [65], together with the
fact that those models neglect sliding. The integral length, used to calculate
the acting force and moment on the body, is the projection length of the
submerged area; points in this area have the property xi ≥ 0.
The equations of motion for this model are:




Foundation k  
c  l
l
Figure 2.5: Winkler Model. Note that the deflections of the springs shown
in this figure are exaggerated.
my¨ = − (F1y + F2y)+ fy (2.20)
Icθ¨ = − (Mk1 +Mk2 +Mk3 +Mc1 +Mc2 +Mc3
+F1yR sin(β − θ) + F2yR sin(β + θ)
) (2.21)
To calculate the forces and moments in this model, integrals are used.
The integral lengths are equal to the projection lengths. The projection
lengths and the limits of the integrals b0, bin, b+, b− are shown in Figure 2.6,
for all the possible configurations of the block, with the exception of the case
of the block not being in contact with the ground. In the latter case the
projection lengths and the integrals are simply zero.
As mentioned earlier, previous Winkler type models neglect the projec-
tion lengths defined between b− and bin and between b0 and b+. Although for
small rotations these lengths are small and their contribution to the forces
and moments are smaller than the contribution of the projection length be-
tween the two corner points, their contribution becomes increasingly more
significant with the increase of θ. In fact, for values of β + θ close to pi
2
, near
the regime of toppling, the force and moments corresponding to the projec-

























Figure 2.6: Definition of the projection length and b0, bin, b−, b+ for all the
possible cases, with the exception of the uplift (non- contact) configuration.
Note that the deflection of the ground in the figure is exaggerated so that
the defined quantities are visible.
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Thus, in a stability analysis these forces play an important role in the final
state of the rocking body and hence should not be neglected.
The spring forces and moments with respect to the center of mass are
























kl x(p) (R cos(β + θ)− p) dp (2.27)
It is necessary to define x (p) and x˙(p), the vertical displacement and
velocity of points, that don’t belong to the line defined by points 1 and 2.
To that end a point E is identified, as can be seen in Figure 2.7. E is the
fixed point on the body perimeter for which at the specific time instance
t∗, xE (t∗) = 0. In order to determine x˙E (t∗), the following equation (2.31)
























R cos(β + θ (t∗)) + x2 (t∗) tan(θ (t∗))
) (2.29)
The angle βE(t) is not constant in time and can be further expressed as
a sum of an angle βEc which is a geometric property of the point, that has
xE (t
∗) = 0, and θ(t).
βE (t) = βEc + θ(t), (2.30)
where βEc = βE (t
∗)− θ(t∗).
The equation that predicts the vertical coordinate of the point xE (t
∗) = 0
at any time t becomes:
xE(t) = x(t) +RE sin(βEc + θ(t)), (2.31)
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where it should be noted that both RE and βEc are not functions of time, for
the specific point that has xE (t
∗) = 0. Taking the derivative of (2.31) the
following equation occurs:
x˙E(t) = x˙(t) +RE cos(βEc + θ(t))θ˙(t) (2.32)
The velocity of point E at time t∗, x˙E, can be defined by simply replacing
t = t∗ in (2.32) and noting that the following does hold true at the current
time t∗: x(t∗) = x, θ(t∗) = θ, x2(t∗) = x2.
x˙E = x˙E(t
∗) = x˙+RE cos(βE)θ˙ ⇒
x˙E = x˙+ (R cos(β + θ) + x2 tan(θ)) θ˙
(2.33)
The integrals in equations (2.22) to (2.27) result in the following expres-
sions:










































































x −R sin (−β + θ)− 2 R cos (β) cos (θ)
tan (θ)
)
R cos (β + θ) (b+ − b0)
(2.39)


























cl x˙(p) (R cos(β + θ)− p) dp (2.45)
This results in more complicated expressions. The results for Fc2, Fc3,
Mc2, Mc3 are included in the appendix.






x˙+R cos (β + θ) θ˙
)
(b0 − bin) (2.46)









x˙ +R cos (β + θ) θ˙
)







x˙ +R cos (β + θ) θ˙
)
R cos (β + θ) (b0 − bin)
(2.47)
Again the same Coulomb friction model is considered, with use of one
horizontal spring at each of the bottom corners. However an equivalent
concentrated vertical force Fv for each end has to be used in the Coulomb
friction law. By denoting:
Ff1 = max(k1x1 + c1x˙1, 0)






i=1 (Fki + Fci) , if Ff1 > 0 and Ff2 = 0∑3
i=1 (Fki + Fci)
Ff1
Ff1+Ff2
, if Ff2 > 0 and Ff1 > 0





i=1 (Fki + Fci) , if Ff2 > 0 and Ff1 = 0∑3
i=1 (Fki + Fci)
Ff2
Ff1+Ff2
, if Ff2 > 0 and Ff1 > 0
0 , if Ff2 = 0
(2.50)
Having defined the equivalent vertical force for each corner, the frictional
forces now become:
F1y = min {|k1y (y1 − y01)| ,max (µFv1 , 0)} sign(y1 − y01) (2.51)
F2y = min {|k2y (y2 − y02)| ,max (µFv2 , 0)} sign(y2 − y02) (2.52)
2.4 Analytical treatment of friction
Instead of using horizontal springs, one can make use of the analytical rela-
tions for the stick and slip cases and modify the equations of motion directly.
This is easier done in the state-space form of the equations of motion, using




x¨ = v˙x = (Fx + fx)/m+ g
θ˙ = vθ
θ¨ = v˙θ = (Mx − F1yR sin(β − θ)− F2yR sin(β + θ))/Ic
y˙ = vy
y¨ = v˙y = (−F1y − F2y + fy)/m,
(2.53)
where Fx, Mx are the force and moment contributions respectively of the
vertical springs and dampers. For the CSM these are:
Fx = − (k1x1 + k2x2 + c1x˙1 + c2x˙2)
Mx = (k1x1 + c1x˙1)R cos(β − θ)− (k2x2 + c2x˙2)R cos(β + θ)
(2.54)
And for the WM:
Fx = − (Fk1 + Fk2 + Fk3 + Fc1 + Fc2 + Fc3)
Mx = − (Mk1 +Mk2 +Mk3 +Mc1 +Mc2 +Mc3)
(2.55)
Instead of using a spring to define F1y , F2y the following analytic relations
can be used for point i , i=1,2 that determine its condition during a time
step:
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Sticking condition during a time step for i: y˙i = 0 and y¨i = 0
Slipping condition during a time step for i: Fiy = max {µFvi , 0} sign(y˙i),
(2.56)
where Fvi is the vertical force for point i, which is simply max {kixi + cix˙i, 0}
for the CSM and defined by equations (2.49), (2.50) for the WM.
Let’s consider the following three stick-slip cases for the corner points:
1). Point 2 is in stick mode and point 1 is slipping
For this case to be possible point 2 must be embedded in the ground and
y˙2 = 0. These conditions are expressed as follows:
F1y = max {µFv1 , 0} sign(y˙1)
y˙2 = 0⇒ y˙ = −R sin(β + θ)θ˙
y¨2 = 0⇒ y¨ = −R cos(β + θ)θ˙2 −R sin(β + θ)θ¨
(2.57)
The force F2y can be expressed in terms of F1y and y¨:
F2y = −F1y −my¨ + fy (2.58)
By replacing (2.57) and (2.58) in (2.53), the first 3 equations of (2.53)
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remain unaffected and the rest become:
θ¨ =
(Mx − F1yR sin(β − θ) + (F1y − fy −mR cos(β + θ)θ˙2)R sin(β + θ))(
Ic +m(R sin(β + θ))
2)
y˙ = −R sin(β + θ)θ˙
y¨ = −R cos(β + θ)θ˙2 −R sin(β + θ)θ¨
(2.59)
Once the LHSs of equations (2.59) are computed, the value of F2y comes
from (2.58). If it satisfies the Coulomb law:
∣∣F2y ∣∣ ≤ max {µFv2 , 0}, then the
scenario is accepted, otherwise the stick condition for point 2 cannot be true.
2). Point 1 is in stick mode and point 2 is slipping
For this case to be possible, point 1 must be embedded into the ground
and y˙1 = 0. By doing similar manipulations as in the previous case the three
last equations of (2.53) become:
θ¨ =
(Mx − F2yR sin(β + θ) + (F2y − fy +mR cos(β − θ)θ˙2)R sin(β − θ))(
Ic +m(R sin(β − θ))2
)
y˙ = −R sin(β − θ)θ˙
y¨ = R cos(β − θ)θ˙2 −R sin(β − θ)θ¨,
(2.60)
where F2y = max {µFv2 , 0} sign(y˙2) and F1y = −F2y−my¨+fy. The condition
for the scenario to be accepted is again the Coulomb law for point 1:
∣∣F1y ∣∣ ≤
max {µFv1 , 0}.
3). Both points are in slip mode
If the criteria for all the previous cases were not met, both points must be
in slip mode. Then F1y = max {µFv1 , 0} sign(y˙1) and F2y = max {µFv2 , 0} sign(y˙2)
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are inserted in the set of equations (2.53). It should be noted that when a
corner point is not in contact with the ground, it is obviously translating.
Thus uplift is a subcase of this scenario, where the vertical reaction force is
zero.
In the following sections this formulation for friction will be referred to as
the analytical formulation for friction, while the penalty method formulation
presented in section 2.3.3 and 2.3.2 will be referred to as the springs formu-
lation for friction. In all of the examples presented, a Runge-Kutta pair (4,5)
adaptive time integration scheme was implemented. The error tolerance of
the solver was set to 10−13.
2.5 Free Vibrations
In this section, the free vibration response of a block is examined us-
ing both proposed models. For all of the examined cases, the initial con-
ditions are defined according to section 2.5.1 below. For vibrations only
along the x axis with θ(t) = 0, the equation of motion for x becomes
mx¨ + (ko1 + ko2)x + (co1 + co2) x˙ = mg, mx¨ + klBx + clBx˙ = mg for the
CSM and WM respectively. Making the reasonable assumption that the re-
sponse for vibrations with θ(t) = 0, should be the same for both models and








It should be noted that equations (2.61) do not make the two models
equivalent as also noted in [46]. However this equivalence is not sought in
this work, since each model corresponds to a different physical problem.
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2.5.1 Initial conditions
For the free vibration problem both of the proposed models require not only
the initial angle of rotation θ, but also some information about x. To ap-
proach the conditions of a physical experiment, it is assumed, as shown in
Figure 2.8, that a vertical static force F1 is applied initially at the corner of
the body that is in the air. For the following, with no loss of generality, θ
will be considered to be positive. The force is such that:
F1 + Fspring −mg = 0 (2.62)
F1R1 cos(β − θ)−Mspring = 0, (2.63)
where Fspring and Mspring are the force and moment with respect to the center
of mass exerted by the vertical springs, as computed in both models. The
force, F1, is then suddenly removed and the body is free to start its free
vibration. The two last equations define x uniquely as a function of θ, since
the terms Fspring and Mspring are functions of x and θ .
A necessary condition for the initially rotated body to eventually reach
the equilibrium position without toppling, would be that the initial moment
applied by the springs is positive, thus acting to decrease the absolute value
of θ.
Assuming θ to be positive again, in the CS and Housner Models, the
spring is always applied in the corner and therefore as long as β + θ < pi
2
the
spring force is positioned to the right of the center of mass always resulting in
a moment that decreases θ. However in the WM the equivalent force from the
Winkler springs is applied to a position δ(θ, kl) which is a function of (θ, kl)
and in general not at the corner point. The condition β + θ < pi
2
guarantees
that the center of mass is positioned left of the corner point, however the
equivalent Winkler force could be applied to a position left of the center of
mass, thus resulting in overturning. In fact for a body of fixed dimensions,
overturning occurs for β + |θ| < pi
2













Figure 2.8: Initial forces for the free vibration problem
of kl and θ.

































Figure 2.9: Difference of maximum stable initial rotation to pi/2 − β, for
a body with H=0.5m and a varying B on a Winkler foundation of varying
stiffness kl
The maximum initial angle for which a body returns to its stable point is
the solution of equations (2.62), (2.63) for F1 = 0. Examples of the difference
between the maximum initial rotation which leads to stability θmax for the
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WM and the one for CSM and Housner model (which simply is pi/2− β) are
shown in Figure 2.9. Note, that the differences in critical angle for the free
vibration case, shown in Figure 2.9, are not great but they accumulate with
each rocking cycle during forced vibration cases.
2.5.2 Validation of the frictional formulations
A body with dimensions B=0.795 m, H=3.113 m and mass m=1.5 Mg is sub-
jected to a free vibration with initial rotation by an angle of θ = 0.2 rad and
in a separate simulation to a horizontal ground motion prescribed by a sinu-
soidal pulse with amplitude a = 0.2g, radial frequency ω = 2pi, with duration
of 1 sec. The support material is simulated as concentrated vertical springs
and dampers with k1 = k2 = 74983.557 KN/m and c1 = c2 = 202.673
KNm
sec
respectively and also by the equivalent values for the WM as evaluated in
equations (2.61). To simulate friction both formulations are used; the analyt-
ical friction formulation and the frictional springs formulation, with springs
of varying equal stiffness ky for both corner points. The assumed value for
the coefficient of friction is µ = 0.625.
As seen in figures 2.10 and 2.11, for both the CSM and the WM, the
results of the two frictional formulations are indistinguishable from one an-
other when the horizontal springs are sufficiently stiff. This is to be expected,
since as the value of ky increases, the corresponding elastic displacements of
the point in stick mode become smaller. When these displacements are small
enough to be considered negligible, as the Coulomb model would require, the
two frictional formulations coincide.
It should be noted that for the free vibration problem, the consideration
of frictional springs with ky = 0 (or µ = 0) results in the absence of frictional
forces and thus the results agree with those predicted by a model that makes
the assumption y˙ = 0 (note however, that such an assumption is not made
by Housner’s model). As it can be observed in Figures 2.10 and 2.11 such
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Friction springs ky=0 KN/m
(a) Free Vibrations




























 KN/m   
(b) Applied sinusoidal pulse of one cycle
Figure 2.10: Comparison of the analytical and the springs frictional formu-
lations for various ky with use of the CSM
models result in a significantly more dissipative behavior.
While the the two formulations were developed to capture the same phys-
ical behavior, i.e., the idealized Coulomb friction model; the springs formu-
lation can in fact only approximate the Coulomb behavior by introducing a
very stiff frictional spring. The springs formulation however, is more general
than the analytical formulation. Not surprisingly the two formulations have
been shown to produce different equations of motion. Depending on the pa-
rameters of the physical model one wishes to simulate, one formulation may
be preferable to the other. For example, when the values of ky needed to
approximate the Coulomb model’s behavior are substantial, the system of
O.D.Es may become stiff and therefore the calculational cost may increase
significantly. For these cases the analytical formulation for friction is more
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Friction springs ky=0 KN/m
(a) Free Vibrations




























 KN/m  
(b) Applied sinusoidal pulse of one cycle
Figure 2.11: Comparison of the analytical and the springs frictional formu-
lations for various ky with use of the WM
efficient and also has a higher precision, when solved with a time integration
scheme with variable time step. For non-stiff problems though, the analyti-
cal springs formulation,when solved with an explicit central-difference time
integration scheme, is usually faster.
An advantage of the frictional spring formulation is, that it is more gen-
eral and can describe other frictional models as well, beyond the Coulomb
Model used in literature [35]. The fact that the value of the springs can be
changed so that a finite displacement may occur in the presliding regime,
may be closer to the actual physical behavior of friction in some cases [47].
Finally, although the analytic formulation theoretically is an exact imple-
mentation of the Coulomb frictional model, the condition y˙i = 0 for the point
i in stick mode cannot be achieved in a numerical solver. This problem can
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be tackled by changing this condition to |y˙i| < tol, where tol is a tolerance
and by not checking the velocity criterion for a corner point, if it was found
to be in a stick mode in the previous time step.
For all of the following examples the results were indistinguishable from
one another, when using either formulation to achieve a Coulomb Friction
behavior.
2.5.3 Comparison of models
A rectangular concrete body (ρ=2.5 Mg/m3) with base of 25 × 25 cm2 and
height of 70 cm, is initially rotated to a starting θ=0.3 rad. The values for
the vertical springs were chosen as k1 = k2 = 50357.14 KN/m and for the
dampers c1 = c2 = 98.74
KNm
sec
. The Coulomb coefficient for friction was
chosen as µ = 0.625, so that the sliding effect is minimized in this example.



















(a) ki = 50357.14 KN/m and ci =
98.74 KNmsec


















(b) ki = 503.57KN/m and ci = 9.87
KNm
sec
Figure 2.12: Comparison of the CSM, WM and the Housner Model for two
types of ground
From Figure 2.12(a) it can be easily seen, that the energy lost due to
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viscous damping is greater in the CSM. Although the distributed damping
value for the WM was chosen to be equivalent for vertical motion and no
uplift, i.e., this means of deriving equivalency results in lighter damping
than in the CSM.
In fact, the WM is in general a more flexible model than the CSM, in
which effectively each of the two springs corresponds to 50% of the distributed
ground springs and the force is placed always at the edge points, resulting
in an increased moment arm. The combined effect of stiffness and damping
can be even better seen for a softer ground with : k1 = k2 = 503.57KN/m
and c1 = c2 = 9.87
KNm
sec
in Figure 2.12(b) .
But comparing the last two examples it can also be seen that the stiffness
and damping values of the ground affect the motion of the body significantly.
This effect cannot be captured by Housner’s model, where the assumption of
totally rigid ground results in the dimensions of the body being the param-
eters that solely define the rocking response.
2.5.4 The effect of sliding
Although the coefficient of friction µ was chosen in the previous section 2.5.3
so that the effects of sliding are minimized (but not neglected), the consider-
ation of the relative horizontal motion of the body with respect to the ground
affects its response in many ways, because the frictional forces appear in the
equations of motion. One of the most important factors in the overall block
stability is sliding because it offers a source of hysteretic damping.
In the following example a concrete body of a base 10 × 10 cm2 and
height 20 cm is initially rotated by a θ0 = 0.4 rad. The support foundation
is considered to be a ground with E=80 MPa, ν = 0.3 and ρ = 1.6 Mg/m3
roughly equivalent to k1 = k2 = 19183.674 KN/m , c1 = c2 = 3.024
KNm
sec
according to equation (2.67) in the following section 2.6.
By changing the coefficient of friction we get the following responses for
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θ, in Figures 2.13 and 2.14 for the CSM and WM respectively and for y as
shown in Figure 2.15. Note, that in Figure 2.15, y is measured from the
location, the center of mass would have been, if there was no sliding. The
effect of sliding in the decay of oscillations and the response is clear in Figures
2.13 and 2.14. Moreover, as can be observed in Figure 2.15, smaller values
of µ result in permanent lateral displacements, when the body is at rest,
due to sliding that occurred during the oscillations. This behavior cannot be
captured by models that neglect the horizontal translation of the body.




















Figure 2.13: Behavior of the CSM with respect to the coefficient of friction
Note, that the existence of straight lines in the time history of θ will be
discussed more thoroughly in the following section 2.5.5.
2.5.5 Uplift
A large body of mass m=1.5 Mg with B=2m, H=4.5m and width of 1m is
initially rotated by a θ = 0.2 rad and then left to vibrate freely. The CSM
is used with the parameters : k1 = k2 = 10
6 KN/m, c1 = c2 = 98.74
KNm
sec
and µ=0.8, so that the sliding effect is minimized again. The resulting time
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Figure 2.14: Behavior of the WM with respect to the coefficient of friction
















































Figure 2.15: Time history of y corresponding to the CSM and WM . Note
that in this figure y is measured from the position the center of mass would
have been for θ = 0, had sliding not occurred.
history for θ can be seen in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16 consists of an initial curve followed by a discontinuous mix
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Figure 2.16: θ time history of a rocking block experiencing uplift
of straight line segments and curved response trajections. As the detail in
the figure suggests, there are no sharp angles in the time history, instead
there are curved lines between the linear segments. This unusual looking
time history is explained more easily by observing the state space θ - θ˙ plot.
















Figure 2.17: State space θ plot of a rocking block experiencing uplift
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The θ - θ˙ plot in Figure 2.17 consists of an initial curved line, correspond-
ing to an almost pure rocking motion, a number of lines that are perfectly
horizontal, as well as some almost vertical lines. The horizontal lines corre-
spond to time periods when the rotational velocity of the body is constant.
That occurs when the body is not in contact with the ground, i.e. the body
is in uplift, and therefore no moment is applied to it. These horizontal lines
correspond to the linear segments in Figure 2.16, where θ˙ is constant due to
the absence of an applied moment. The near vertical segments correspond
to the ground slowing down the body after an impact. These short dura-
tion segments, that are nearly imperceptible in the time history of θ, as θ
practically does not change during these periods, correspond to the curved
transitional segments that can be seen in the detail of Figure 2.16 . From the
state space and the time history plot of θ it is obvious that the body spends
a significant amount of time in the air and therefore uplift is the dominant
behavior for that body. A model that neglects uplift would not be able to
approximate the behavior of this body in an accurate way. The existence of
these linear segments in the time history of θ can also be seen in some of the
experimental results presented in [30].
Finally the other two remaining state space plots are shown in Figure
2.18 . It is worth noting that since gravity is the only force acting on the
body when in air, there are no horizontal segments in the x-x˙ plot.
2.6 Stability Analysis
While the stability conditions for the free vibration case, which was described
in section 2.5.1, were defined for each model, it is distinctly more difficult
to determine general criteria for the stability of a block subjected to ground
motion. The stability conditions in such a case, become dependent on the
particular characteristics of the ground motion as well as the body and ground
properties.
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(a) State space y plot
















(b) State space x plot
Figure 2.18: State space plots
In [66] the authors, examined the behavior of an overturned train, during
the San Francisco earthquake of 1906. In that investigation, a Housner type
model was used and horizontal sinusoidal pulses with duration of one period
were applied to the base of the excited body.
fy = −my¨g (2.64)
y¨g =

a sin(ωt) , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi
ω
0 , if t > 2pi
ω
(2.65)
A stability plot was created by varying the frequency ω in the horizontal
axis and the amplitude a of the pulse in the vertical axis and marking the
pairs of (a, ω), that separate areas of stability from areas of failure. The hor-







ag = g tan(α) (2.66)
For the particular object considered, the provided values in [66] were:
p=2.14, α=0.25, resulting in B=0.795 m, H=3.113 m for the dimensions of
the train. The Zhang and Makris [66] stability result is incorporated into the
Figures 2.19 and 2.20.
In order to simulate the rocking motion of this object using the models
introduced here, the ratio of mass to stiffness and mass to damping should be
known. Historic data show that the average weight per length of a locomotive
of that era was around 1.5 tons
m
. The value for the coefficient of friction was
proposed in Zhang and Makris [66] as µ = 0.625.
Here, a parametric analysis was conducted, by varying the values for the
dampers and the stiffness springs, either directly or indirectly through the
shear modulus of the ground considered as a homogeneous halfspace, with
density ρ = 1.3Mg/m3 and Poisson ratio ν = 0.3. It should be noted that
a parametric analysis by varying the support medium parameters was con-
ducted in Yuan [65]. In that study however, only the first transition from
safety to failure was examined (lower line of the diagram), the models used
did not examine the horizontal component of motion and thus the possibil-
ity of sticking or sliding; and the proposed WM in that study took under
consideration the projection length only between the two corner points. For
the reasons explained in sections 2.5.2 and 2.3.3 these two differences are
significant for a stability type of analysis and lead to different behaviors of
those models with the ones proposed in this work.
The following relationships are used to derive the stiffness of the springs
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where ρ, G, ν are the density, shear modulus and Poisson ratio of the half-
space respectively, length is the length of the locomotive examined, which




is the velocity of shear waves in
the medium. Equations (2.61) are used to define the equivalent Winkler
constants.
Of course any value can be defined for the stiffness and damping of the
springs or the corresponding values in the WM. In the following Figures
2.19 and 2.20 the dependence of the diagram on varying the shear modulus
of elasticity, and the dependence on varying damping for fixed stiffness are
examined.
In the following Figures 2.19 and 2.20, for a fixed value of G, and Figure
2.21 for a fixed value of damping, three areas can be observed. The upper line
of the diagram corresponds to the minimum value of pulse peak accelerations
a, for a specific frequency ω, for which the body will overturn experiencing no
impact. Above this line, is the no impact overturning area. Below that line,
with the exception of the area secluded by the loop, there is the safe area,
where the body doesn’t overturn. The area inside the loop is the one impact
overturning area, where the body overturns after experiencing one impact.
These three areas have also been observed in [66] and the values presented
in that paper are included in Figures 2.19 and 2.20 for comparison.
It is obvious from Figures 2.19, 2.20, 2.21 that the failure-safety areas de-
pend clearly on G, or otherwise on the combined effect of the varying stiffness
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Zhang & Makris 2001
Figure 2.19: Failure safety analysis for varying G using the CSM
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Zhang & Makris 2001
Figure 2.20: Failure safety analysis for varying G using the WM
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Figure 2.21: Varying damping for constant G=50 Mpa using the CSM, C is
the value that would correspond to this particular value of G according to
equation (2.68)
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and damping, and independently on damping and stiffness. In general, an
increase in the modulus of elasticity leads to higher values of required ground
accelerations a for failure with no impact (i.e., the points in the upper line
of the diagram), but also leads to an increase of the area where collapse with
one impact occurs (i.e., the area within the loop). On the other hand, vari-
ations only in the dampers have a small effect in the values for overturning
with no impact, but change drastically the size of the one impact area loop.
In particular, an increase in damping leads to a decrease of the area of the
one impact loop and thus is safer. The above mentioned phenomena and
behaviors cannot be captured by Housner’s theory.
By comparing the response of the two models from Figures 2.19 and 2.20,
under the assumption made in equations (2.61), it can be seen that the WM is
definitely more sensitive with respect to changes in the modulus of elasticity
of the ground than the CSM. Moreover, for the same G the no impact failure
threshold line corresponds in the CSM to higher values of ground acceleration
a, which means that the latter is more prone to failure with no impact than
the former. However, the more obvious difference between the two models is
perhaps the size of the area of the one impact loop for the same G. With the
exception of extremely small values of G (such as G=1 in the diagram), the
size of the loop is definitely bigger for the WM and it occurs for a greater
range of ω frequencies, than in the CSM, which means that for support
mediums of typical stiffness (G > 1 MPa) the WM is also more prone to
failure with one impact than the CSM. Based on the last comments, it can
be deduced that, for support mediums that are not extremely soft, the CSM
corresponds to safer behavior than the WM.
It should be noted that, as can be seen in Figure 2.19, as the value of G
increases, the values of the stability plots for the CSM are coming closer to
the corresponding values predicted in [66]. This is reasonable, since in that
paper a Housner type model is used, which considers the support medium to
be rigid, and the CSM should exhibit similar (but not identical) behavior,
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for sufficiently large values of G. Such a value of G for the CSM appears to
be the value G = 100MPa. However, it should be noted that for a support
medium, whose properties do not occur from equations (2.67) and (2.68),
the one impact loop, which as discussed earlier is controlled by the value of
damping, may not approach the one impact loop presented in [66], even when
the support medium is sufficiently stiff. The lack of agreement between the
WM and the values predicted in [66] even for large values of G, was to be
expected due to the different behavior of WM in comparison with the CSM.
In the following Figure 2.22(a), the effect of the coefficient of friction µ
on the stability plots using the CSM can be seen, for a support medium with
shear modulus G = 3MPa. The reduction of the coefficient of friction µ,
leads to higher values of required ground accelerations a for failure with no
impact. On the other hand, the size of the one impact area loop is increased
significantly. Its shape though, depends on the value of µ. Note for example
in Figure 2.22(a), that for µ = 0.4 the shape of the one impact loop is such
that it extends significantly to areas of the stability plot that belonged to
the safety regime for µ = 0.625. On the other hand, for µ = 0.3, overall
the stable regions have increased, with the only exception that the stable
area that appeared for µ = 0.625 between the one impact loop and the zero
impact area for frequencies ω/p ∈ [0, 6.4] has changed its regime to failure.
However, one would perhaps be more interested to use as a design limit
the minimum amplitude a(ω), for which failure occurs with any mode (zero
impact or one impact overturning). The line formed by these amplitudes,
which will be referred to as the minimum overturning line from now on,
is noted in Figure 2.22(a) for each µ. As can be seen in Figure 2.22(a),
the amplitudes of the minimum overturning line increase for µ = 0.3 and
decrease for µ = 0.4, in comparison with the ones for µ = 0.625, for almost
every ω. Note, that for µ = 0.625 the minimum overturning line presents
a discontinuity for ω/p = 6.1 to ω/p = 6.2, this is due to the fact that for
ω/p ∈ [0, 6.1] the minimum overturning line occurs from the amplitudes a
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of the lower boundary of the one impact loop, while for ω/p > 6.1 it occurs
from the amplitudes of the upper line of the diagram, that separates the
stable from the zero impact area.

















min. overturning line µ=0.625
min. overturning line µ=0.4
min. overturning line µ=0.3
(a) Stability plot



















(b) Permanent lateral displace-
ments yp for varying µ
Figure 2.22: Varying µ for constant G=3 Mpa using the CSM
Although the reduction of µ to an appropriate value, in this case that
would be µ = 0.3, does lead to an increase of the required minimum ground
accelerations a for overturning with any mode, it also makes the body more
prone to sliding. Therefore one may wish to examine the permanent lateral
displacements yp(ω) that are induced to the body because of the pulse exci-
tations. To this end, for a fixed µ the amplitude of the pulse that is used for
each ω, is an amplitude immediately smaller than the a(ω) which belongs to
the minimum overturning line, thus the biggest value of a(ω) which maxi-
mizes the space [0, a(ω)], for which overturning with any of the two modes
does not occur. This value will be referred to as amax(ω) and numerically it
is computed, by reducing the amplitudes of the minimum overturning lines
shown in Figure 2.22(a) by 0.1 ∗ ag. The results are shown in Figure 2.22(b).
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It can be clearly seen from Figure 2.22(b), that the reduction of µ and
the use of the corresponding amax(ω), leads to increased values of permanent
lateral displacements yp. For some applications, a large permanent displace-
ment may be as undesirable as overturning. Although, the increase of yp for
some frequencies is a combination of the effect of reducing µ and at the same
time increasing amax(ω), it should be noted, that as can be seen in Figure
2.22(b) the permanent lateral displacements for µ = 0.3 are larger than the
ones for µ = 0.625 , even for the values of ω, selected from Figure 2.22(a)
for which amax(ω) for µ = 0.625 is bigger than amax(ω) for µ = 0.3. And
moreover, that despite the fact that the amplitudes a(ω) in the minimum line
for overturning for µ = 0.4, are always smaller than the ones in the minimum
overturning line for µ = 0.625, the lateral displacements for the former are
higher. Thus, the main factor for the increase in yp(ω) is the decrease of µ.
The behavior for the WM is qualitatively similar with the CSM, as can be
seen in the following Figures 2.23(a) and 2.23(b). Note that the discontinuous
increase of yp for µ = 0.625, that can be seen in Figure 2.23(b) for ω/p = 7.4
to ω/p = 7.5, is due to the discontinuity in the corresponding minimum
overturning line for the same values of ω/p, that can be seen in Figure 2.23(a).
Finally, we can summarize the findings of Figures 2.22 and 2.23, by say-
ing that an appropriately selected value of µ does lead to increase of the
required minimum ground accelerations a for overturning with any mode,
but is accompanied by larger lateral permanent displacements. Depending
though on the parameters of the problem and what is considered to be an
acceptable level of permanent lateral displacements, an appropriate value of
µ may perhaps lead to an overall more desirable performance for the body.
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min. overturning line µ=0.625
min. overturning line µ=0.4
min. overturning line µ=0.3
(a) Stability plot



















(b) Permanent lateral displace-
ments yp for varying µ.
Figure 2.23: Varying µ for constant G=3 Mpa with use of the WM
2.6.1 The effect of the full projection length on the
stability plots of the WM
As part of this stability analysis it is useful to present the effect of not
including the full projection length, when determining the reactions of the
WM, on the stability plots. The body used for this study has the same
properties as the body defined in the beginning of this section, with the
exception of its height H, which is varied so that the aspect ratio H/B of
the body becomes [1.25, 1.5, 1.75, 2]. The body is placed on a ground with
shear modulus of elasticity G = 3 MPa and µ = 0.625.
To this end, the stability plots are created omitting and not omitting
the part of the projection length, that lies outside the projection of the
bottom corners of the body, and will be referred to as stability plot S1 and
S2 respectively. Thus for the stability plot S1, we set: b+ = b0 and b− = bin
for any time instance, regardless of the actual values of b+ and b−. Moreover,
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let’s define the values of the amplitudes belonging to the bottom threshold of
the zero impact area for each ω, as auS1 (ω) and auS2 (ω) for the stability plots




, for varying the
aspect ratio of the body is presented in the following Figure 2.24.



































of the WM with (S2) and with-
out (S1) consideration of the full projection length
It should be noted that in the above Figure 2.24, the frequencies are nor-
malized for each aspect ratio, with the corresponding pH
B
defined by equation





increases exponentially, as ω increases. Eventually, for
each of the aspect ratios, a frequency value ω exists, for which the normalized
difference becomes greater than 40%. By comparing between different aspect
ratios, one can see, that for a constant value of ω/pH
B
the normalized differ-
ence becomes increasingly more important, as the aspect ratio decreases.
Finally it should be noted, that the effect of omitting the full projection
length, depends on the other parameters of the problem as well and not only
the effect of changing H, which was captured in Figure 2.24. One should
recall though, that even the omission of the projection length that lies outside
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the projection of the bottom corners of the body, doesn’t make the proposed
WM equivalent to one of the previous Winkler models in literature.
2.7 Conclusions
Two new models for examining the rocking response of a rigid body on a
deformable medium have been introduced in this study. Both the CSM
and the WM predict the planar motion of the rocking body by tracking the
displacements x, y and the rotation θ of its center of mass. The models are
formulated for large rotations, thus are geometrically nonlinear. Material
nonlinearity is introduced by considering the ground as vertical tensionless
springs with dampers, but one could easily consider any kind of material
nonlinearity by changing the behavior of the springs and the dampers. Sliding
is taken into account with either the use of horizontal springs attached at the
bottom corner points or an analytical treatment of the system of equations
to incorporate a Coulomb friction type of behavior. Uplift is fully taken
into account. The entire projection length is used for evaluating the forces
and moments that act on the rocking body for the WM, which is important
for the rocking response of the body especially for the study of its stability
and is particularly important for low aspect ratio blocks. The differential
equations proposed for each model are integrated numerically in time and no
assumption needs to be made for transition from one state to the other.
Both of the proposed formulations for friction, the analytical and the
frictional springs, are capable of simulating a Coulomb type of behavior
and either could be preferred depending on the problem. An advantage of
the frictional springs formulations is that it can be easily generalized to
incorporate other frictional models and that it reduces the calculational cost
for non stiff problems. On the other hand the analytic treatment is more
efficient and accurate for stiff problems.
The ground deformability significantly affects the response of both mod-
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els, as can be seen in section 2.5.3, since it affects not only the stiffness but
also the energy dissipated from the rocking system. In fact, it was observed
in section 2.5.1, that the value of the stiffness of the vertical springs affects
the stability conditions of the free rocking response of a body according to
the WM. The importance of sliding in the rocking behavior could be seen
even for the free vibration case as in section 2.5.4, where the response of
the body is shown to be clearly dependent on the value of the coefficient of
friction µ. In general it should be noted, that since the forces of the vertical
springs vary, because of their oscillating motion, sliding may occur even in
the case when the coefficient of friction is greater than the value suggested
in [66] for the body not to slide. Uplift is also an important factor that af-
fects the rocking response. In fact, as can be seen in section 2.5.5 there are
cases where the largest changes in the θ time history occur under the state
of uplift. But uplift may occur in many other cases, less obvious than the
previous example, where even short uplift time periods effect the response in
a significant way. All the above phenomena are part of the rocking behavior
of a body and may occur at different times in the response as for example in
Figures 2.13 and 2.14, where for the cases of µ = 0.05 and µ = 0.1, the fact
that the body is sliding leads to uplift (as the linear segments indicate) after
the first impact.
In addition to the above, it is obvious that in order to perform stability
investigations, the models considered should be geometrically nonlinear, since
θ near overturning is too large to be approximated with linear terms. In
fact, the presence of the one impact area loop, as it was initially observed in
[66] and also verified in this study with the proposed models in Section 2.6,
signifies that the rocking response for θ near overturning after the first impact
is extremely sensitive. Thus the model should be as accurate as possible and
the inclusion of the entire projection length is a significant addition to the
WM.
The comparison of the two models, under the debatable assumption made
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in equations (2.61), showed that the CSM is stiffer and results in greater
dissipation of energy at impacts than the WM (section 2.5.3) and that for
ground of usual stiffness ( G>1 MPa) the CSM leads to safer behavior than
the WM.
The difference in the response predicted by the two models can be ex-
plained by the fact that each models a different physical problem. Thus one
should use the WM when the examined body has its entire base in contact
with the ground, and the CSM when the body actually has “corners”.
Concerning the stability examined in Figures 2.19, 2.20 and 2.21 it is
important to note that damping affects drastically the one impact area loop
and has a small effect on the threshold for overturning with no impact, in
contrast with the G parameter (and also stiffness if changed individually)
that affects all the lines in the stability plot. Moreover, as shown in Figures
2.22 and 5.5 for the CSM and the WM respectively, the reduction of the
coefficient of friction µ to an appropriate value, may increase the overturning
stability of the body, but at the same time results in larger permanent lateral
displacements.
One could make use of the beneficial effects of damping and the more
stable behavior of the CSM in comparison with the WM, in the design of
rocking bodies by changing the actual physical problem with the insertion of
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2 − b0 2
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2(
− (R cos (β − θ)− (x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ)) θ˙ +R cos (β − θ) θ˙
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(x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ) +
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x˙ −R cos (β − θ) θ˙ + 1
(x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ) ((− (R cos (β − θ)
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− (R cos (β − θ)− (x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ)) θ˙ +R cos (β − θ) θ˙
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− (R cos (β − θ)− (x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ)) θ˙ +R cos (β − θ) θ˙
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(x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ)
R cos (β + θ)) + cl (b+ − b0 )
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x˙ −R cos (β − θ) θ˙ + 1
(x +R sin (β − θ)) tan (θ)((








Modeling Of The 3D Rocking
Problem
This works is part of a paper that was coauthored with Professor Andrew
W. Smyth and was published in the International Journal of Non-Linear
Mechanics [7].
3.1 Introduction
The majority of the studies on rocking have only considered the problem
as two dimensional, i.e. the planar rocking of a body, and the associated
complex properties. However, rocking is in general a three dimensional phe-
nomenon and thus planar rocking is only a limited aspect of it.
In fact, even in the simplest case of a symmetric body, one cannot expect
the rocking motion to be planar, unless the ground excitation is in parallel
with one of the axes of symmetry of the body. The latter however, is rarely
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true and thus one should expect the motion of the body to include 3D dis-
placements and rotations. Despite this fact, the literature for the full three
dimensional formulation of the problem is rather limited in comparison with
the work done on the planar aspect of the phenomenon.
A review of the litearature on planar rocking models was given in Chapter
2. Unlike the previous models in literature the CSM and WM models
proposed in Chapter 2 and in [8], were fully geometrically non-linear and
included the effects of uplift and sliding.
On the other hand, the literature on the modeling of the 3D rocking
problem is rather limited. Konstantinids and Makris in [24] proposed a 3D
rocking model for rigid symmetric prisms on a rigid foundation , however the
analysis was stopped right before an impact occurred, while sliding and uplift
was also neglected. 3D rocking models for rigid cylindrical objects on a rigid
base were presented in [55] and [29], with the assumption of no loss of energy
during impacts, while the motion of a cylinder on a Winkler foundation was
examined under the assumptions of no slipping or twisting in [22].
Apart from these models, it has been suggested in [51] that the 3D rocking
problem can be examined with 2D approximations, an approach which as the
authors state would require the existence of a constant rocking plane, i.e. the
plane perpendicular to the vector of rotation. In addition, researchers ([40],
[58] and [45]) have used models based on the DEM theory as developed by
Cundall [9], or general FEM models such as those proposed in [67] and [61].
These models however, were developed for 3D contact problems in general
and are thus not optimized for the rocking problem.
In this chapter, two 3D rocking models are developed by expanding the
benefits of the CSM and WM , proposed in [8], into the 3D rocking case.
The suggested models examine rigid body prisms on a deformable base and
take geometric non linearities, sliding and uplift fully into account. The
models are later used in suitable examples, where the complex 3D character
of rocking is highlighted.
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3.2 Body properties
The body in Figure 3.1 is a rectangular rigid prism with centroid C and
mass m. The Cartesian system S is defined by the axes X, Y , Z parallel
to the unit vectors ex, ey, ez respectively and intersecting at O, the point
of reference. Note that vectors will be denoted in bold from here on. Point
O is a point fixed on the ground surface, which is chosen to match the Y Z










= [xC , yC , zC ]. The bottom corner points of the box are
named Pi, i = 1, 4.
Let us also define a local basis of vectors R = ex′ , ey′ , ez′ , fixed on the
body, and the rotated system of axis Ox′y′z′ with the axes x′, y′, z′ parallel
to the vectors ex′ , ey′ , ez′ respectively. Then the dimensions of the prism are
h, b and w along the direction of ex′ , ey′ , ez′ respectively.
3.3 Development of the differential equations
of motion
3.3.1 Defining the generalized coordinates
In order to define the current position and orientation of the body, six degrees
of freedom are required. The first three are simply the coordinates of the
center of mass C, with respect to the Cartesian base S, i.e. xC , yC and
zC . The remaining three D.O.F are needed to describe the rotation of the
body. To this end, the sequential Euler angles ψ, θ, φ are used as shown
in Figure 3.2. The initial Cartesian basis ex, ey, ez is rotated with respect
































Figure 3.1: Systems of reference and body properties. Note that point O is
fixed on the surface of the ground which may be moving.
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rotation is with respect to vector e2x by the angle φ resulting in the final base
R : ex′ , ey′ , ez′ . Note, that base R is fixed on the body. The transformations






























































where Rψ, Rθ, Rφ are the transformations matrices for the rotations ψ, θ and




cos (ψ) 0 − sin (ψ)
0 1 0
sin (ψ) 0 cos (ψ)
 Rθ =

cos (θ) sin (θ) 0






0 cos (φ) sin (φ)




cos (ψ) cos (θ) sin (θ) − sin (ψ) cos (θ)
− cos (ψ) sin (θ) cos (φ)
+ sin (ψ) sin (φ)
cos (θ) cos (φ)
sin (ψ) sin (θ) cos (φ) +
cos (ψ) sin (φ)
cos (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ)
+ sin (ψ) cos (φ)
− cos (θ) sin (φ)
− sin (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) +
cos (ψ) cos (φ)

(3.5)
It should be noted, that the chosen set of Euler angles is a 2− 3− 1 set
and thus exhibits a singularity when θ = ±pi
2
, as stated in [52]. However this
is not a problem for the models presented here, since for such an angle the
body has completely toppled over, which occurs when one of the top vertices
of the body becomes embedded in the ground. Considering the dynamics
after this point, is beyond the scope of this study.
From here on, the Cartesian coordinates [dx, dy, dz] of any vector d, will
be denoted as a row vector [d] and the representation of its coordinates with
respect to base R, [dx′ , dy′ , dz′ ], will be written as the row vector [Rd]. The
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position of a point i, belonging to the body, with respect to C in the R base




= [rˆix′ , rˆiy′ , rˆiz′ ]. Note that, the ˆ notation conveys
that these are the coordinates relative to C. These quantities rˆix′ , rˆiy′ , rˆiz′
are a geometric property of point i and are independent of time, since the




when φ = θ = ψ = 0.
The matrix Rφθψ not only transforms the initial Cartesian basis to the
current rotated basis, but also rotates any vector d = dxex+dyey +dzez, the
Cartesian coordinates of which are known for φ = θ = ψ = 0, sequentially
by ψ, θ and φ:
[drotated] = [dx, dy, dz]Rφθψ (3.6)
Making use of equation (3.6) the Cartesian coordinates of the distance of




= [rˆix′ , rˆiy′ , rˆiz′ ] from C, can be described after the rotations,




= [rˆix′ , rˆiy′ , rˆiz′ ]Rφθψ.
[
ri/O
] ≡ [xi, yi, zi] = [rC/O]+ [ri/C]⇒[
ri/O
]
= [xC + cos (ψ) cos (θ) rˆix′ + (− cos (ψ) sin (θ) cos (φ) + sin (ψ) sin (φ))
rˆiy′ + (cos (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) + sin (ψ) cos (φ)) rˆiz′ , yC + sin (θ) rˆix′+
cos (θ) cos (φ) rˆiy′ − cos (θ) sin (φ) rˆiz′ , zC − sin (ψ) cos (θ) rˆix′ + (sin (ψ)
sin (θ) cos (φ) + cos (ψ) sin (φ)) rˆiy′ + (− sin (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) + cos (ψ)
cos (φ)) rˆiz′ ]
(3.7)
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It is also useful to define the angular velocity of the base R with respect
to S, SωR.





where ˙( ) = d( )
dt







= [θ˙ sin (ψ)+φ˙ cos (ψ) cos (θ) , ψ˙+φ˙ sin (θ) , θ˙ cos (ψ)−φ˙ sin (ψ) cos (θ)]
(3.9)
However it is also advantageous to express the rotational acceleration of R












=[φ˙+ ψ˙ sin (θ) , ψ˙ cos (θ) cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ) ,
− ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙ cos (φ)]
(3.10)
Finally the velocity of a point i, if its distance from C, ri/C , is known in
the rotated configuration, is given by the following equation:
vi =vC +
SωR × ri/C ⇒ [vi] ≡ [x˙i, y˙i, z˙i] (3.11)
where [vC ] = [x˙C , y˙C , z˙C ]
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3.3.2 Lagrange’s equation of motion
In this section, the equations of motion will be developed using Lagrange’s










where STR is the kinetic energy of the system with respect to S, qj the j
D.O.F. and Qj is the Generalized Force corresponding to qj.
3.3.3 Kinetic energy of the body
The Kinetic energy of the body with respect to S, is expressed in equation
(3.13).
STR = 1/2m [vC ]
2 + 1/2 SωR · IR/C · SωR (3.13)

















equation (3.13) is now simplified to:























































−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙ cos (φ)
)2
(3.16)
3.3.4 Equations of motion
With the Kinetic energy known one can proceed in deriving the LHS of




) for qj = xC , yC , zC










































+ Iz (cos (θ))
2 (sin (φ))2
Iy sin (φ) cos (θ) cos (φ)
− Iz cos (φ) cos (θ) sin (φ)
0
Iy sin (φ) cos (θ) cos (φ)−
Iz cos (φ) cos (θ) sin (φ)
Iy (sin (φ))







Ix ψ˙ cos (θ) θ˙
Ix ψ˙ cos (θ) θ˙ sin (θ) + Iz
(
−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙ cos (φ)
)
sin (θ)
θ˙ sin (φ)− Iy
(
ψ˙ cos (θ) cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ)
)
cos (θ) sin (φ) φ˙+
Ix
(
φ˙+ ψ˙ sin (θ)
)
cos (θ) θ˙ + Iy
(
θ˙ cos (φ) φ˙− ψ˙ sin (θ) θ˙ cos (φ)
−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) φ˙
)
cos (θ) cos (φ)− Iz
(
−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙
cos (φ)) cos (θ) cos (φ) φ˙− Iy
(
ψ˙ cos (θ) cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ)
)
sin (θ) θ˙ cos (φ)− Iz
(
−θ˙ sin (φ) φ˙+ ψ˙ sin (θ) θ˙ sin (φ)− ψ˙
cos (θ) cos (φ) φ˙
)
cos (θ) sin (φ)
Iy
(





−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙ cos (φ)
)
sin (φ) φ˙+ Iy
(
ψ˙ cos (θ)
cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ)
)
cos (φ) φ˙+ Iz
(
−θ˙ sin (φ) φ˙+ ψ˙ sin (θ) θ˙





Also for φ, ψ, θ the terms ∂T
∂qj














ψ˙ cos (θ) cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ)
)(




−ψ˙ cos (θ) sin (φ) + θ˙ cos (φ)
)(






φ˙+ ψ˙ sin (θ)
)
ψ˙ cos (θ)− Iy
(
ψ˙ cos (θ) cos (φ) + θ˙ sin (φ)
)
ψ˙ sin (θ) cos (φ) + Iz
(






With the definitions of equations ((3.18),(3.19) and (3.21)) Lagrange’s

















If Fi is the resultant force of all contact and body forces acting on point i,


















where Fi and ri/O is the force applied at point i and the vector from point
O to point i with respect to S respectively. Fi depends on the model used




























=[(cos (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) + sin (ψ) cos (φ)) rˆiy′ + (cos (ψ) sin (θ)
cos (φ)− sin (ψ) sin (φ)) rˆiz′ ,− cos (θ) sin (φ) rˆiy′ − cos (θ) cos (φ)
rˆiz′ , (− sin (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) + cos (ψ) cos (φ)) rˆiy′ + (− sin (ψ)






=[− sin (ψ) cos (θ) rˆix′ + (sin (ψ) sin (θ) cos (φ) + cos (ψ) sin (φ)) rˆiy′
+ (− sin (ψ) sin (θ) sin (φ) + cos (ψ) cos (φ)) rˆiz′ , 0,− cos (ψ)
+ cos (θ) rˆix′ (cos (ψ) sin (θ) cos (φ)− sin (ψ) sin (φ)) rˆiy′ + (−






=[− cos (ψ) sin (θ) rˆix′ − cos (ψ) cos (θ) cos (φ) rˆiy′ + cos (ψ) cos (θ)
sin (φ) rˆiz′ , cos (θ) rˆix′ − sin (θ) cos (φ) rˆiy′ + sin (θ) sin (φ) rˆiz′ ,
sin (ψ) sin (θ) rˆix′ + sin (ψ) cos (θ) cos (φ) rˆiy′ − sin (ψ) cos (θ)
sin (φ) rˆiz′ ]
(3.24)
Because of the presence of rˆix′ , rˆiy′ , rˆiz′ in equations (3.24), in order to use









for the unrotated configuration. This however may be
tedious, in which case it might be preferable to use the alternative expression

































































































=[sin (ψ) , 0, cos (ψ)]
(3.27)
Finally, the equations of motion can be written as :
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mx¨C = Ftotalx +mg + fx
my¨C = Ftotaly + fy






















where Ftotalx , Ftotaly , Ftotalz are the contact forces applied to the body in the















are the generalized forces for
φ, ψ and θ, produced by the vertical and horizontal forces respectively. g
is the acceleration of gravity, while fx, fy and fz are the externally applied
forces to the body at C along the x, y and z direction respectively. In the
case where the support medium itself moves with accelerations ax, ay and
az, the D’ Alembert forces −max, −may and −maz, appear in the terms
fx, fy and fz respectively.
3.4 Models
In this section the two models developed to simulate the vertical reactions
of the supporting medium are described and they are i.) the Concentrated
Springs Model, and ii.) the Winkler Model, . Both models simulate the
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ground as vertical springs and dampers. These models produce only vertical







in the system of equations
(3.28). Note that the horizontal frictional forces at the interface between the
ground and the block will be described later in section 3.5.
3.4.1 Concentrated Springs Model (CSM)
In this first model, the deformability of the ground is modeled through a
set of vertical springs and dampers at each of the bottom corner points
of the rigid body. The springs and dampers are activated only when the
corresponding bottom vertex Pi is submerged into the ground; this is the
case when its vertical coordinate xi is non negative. Therefore the constants
for the springs and dampers are defined through equations (3.29) and (3.30).
ki =






0 , ifxi < 0
c0i , elsewhere
(3.30)
Then the force [Fi] applied in any of the bottom corner points of the body
Pi would be:
[Fi] = [−(kixi + cix˙i), 0, 0] (3.31)





































3.4.2 Winkler Model (WM)
In this Winkler Model, the ground is simulated as a continuous medium of
distributed vertical springs and dampers, with values kl and cl respectively.
When an infinitesimal surface on one of the faces of the box dy′dz′ comes in
contact with a vertical spring, it activates it resulting in its compression by





Figure 3.3: Activation of a Winkler spring.
The force produced by that point spring would be Fi = −klxidydz ,where








dxdydz. To obtain the total force one would need to integrate over
the whole area of the activated Winkler springs. The latter is defined as the
vertical projection, Πu, on the Y Z plane of all the areas on the external faces
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of the body, that are embedded into the ground. Thus, the final expression





where Ve is the solid defined by the areas of the external faces of the body
that are embedded into the ground and by their vertical projection on the
Y Z plane, Πu.
The same infinitesimal area that activates a Winkler spring will activate
the vertical damper attached in parallel to the spring. Therefore the following





where Vd is the solid enclosed by the plain surface ΠVd of the vertical velocities
of the points belonging on Πu, surface Πu and the faces defined by the vertices
of each side of ΠVd and their projections on the Y Z plane.
The values of kl, cl for the WM and koi, coi for the CSM , depend on the
physical properties of the support medium and ideally should be evaluated
experimentally. In the absence of other data and in the case where the
support medium is soil with shear modulus G, Poisson’s ration ν and density














and cl = 2
√
Gρ. For a body with
physical corner supports, each of them having area Ai one can use equations:
koi = klAi and coi = clAi, for the CSM .
3.4.2.1 Defining the polyhedra
The solid Ve is related to the volume of the body that is embedded into the
ground. Therefore, in any configuration of the box, one needs to identify the
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Figure 3.4: Embedded volume of the body.
The vertices of the embedded volume are defined by the embedded ver-
tices of the box, in the case of Figure 3.4 those would be P2 and P3, and by the
intersection of the body’s faces with the plane x = 0, in Figure 3.4 that would
be the polygon D1D2D3D4. It is also important to note that, regardless of
the rotation and displacement of the box, the faces of the embedded volume
are always polygons Πk. The polygonal facets of the embedded volume that










Figure 3.5: Polygonal facets of the embedded volume.
The polygonal boundary surfaces of the embedded volume can be further-
more separated according to how they occurred. The surface that occurred
from the intersection of the body with the surface x = 0; is the upper bound-
ary and will be called as Πu from now on, the surfaces that belong to the
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faces of the body that were vertical in it’s initial position are the perimetric
boundaries and will be called Πpk and the surface that belonged to the bot-
tom face of the body in it’s initial position is the lower boundary and will be
called as Πl.
Let us now define the set S1, as the set of the vertices of the embedded
volume and S2, the set of the vertical projection of S1 on the horizontal
plane x = 0. Then, by definition, Ve is the convex hull of S = S1 ∪ S2. The
convex hull of S is not necessarily equal to the embedded volume (which
is the convex hull of S1). In fact, the faces of Πpk whose outwards normal
pointing vector has a positive x component, will be replaced by new faces of
the convex hull both in Ve and Πpk . Then Πu is also modified so that it is
constituted by the vertices of the new Πpk who lay on the surface x = 0. It




















Figure 3.6: Replacing Πu with the vertical projection of the embedded faces
and modifying Ve and Πpk respectively.
Having modified Πu if necessary, as described earlier, the damping forces
are related to the volume of the solid enclosed by the plain surface ΠVd of
the vertical velocities of the points belonging on Πu, surface Πu and the faces
defined by the vertices of each side of ΠVd and their projections on the Y Z
plane. Moreover, because the vertical velocity of any point i is attributed to
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[1, 0, 0]T , a solid
can be attributed to each term. The term x˙C is independent of the position
of the point, thus creating a rectangular prism Vx˙C with base Πu and height




[1, 0, 0]T on the other hand is only dependent on





[1, 0, 0]T applied to all the points belonging in


































Figure 3.7: Solids of the damping forces. Solid (a) and (b) are transformed
to (c) and (d) respectively. Note that it is assumed in this figure that Πu
consists of the vertices D1D2D3D4.
Because of the method that will be used to calculate the volumes of the
solids, it is advantageous to have convex solids, thus Vω needs to become
convex. To this end, a prism with height equal to the minimum velocity
value in Vω and base Πu is subtracted from all the points of Vω. To retain
the initial solid shape of course the same prism must be added to Vx˙C . The
resulting two solids are shown in Figure 3.7 (d) and (c) respectively. It is
important to note, that the sum of the original solids Vx˙C and Vω does not
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change after this modification.
3.4.2.2 Integration of Volumes
The total force produced by the activated springs FVe is given in equation















Because the integration volumes are polyhedra, it is beneficial to make
use of the divergence theorem, as suggested in [32] and [12]:
∫∫∫
Ve
p(x, y, z)dV =
∫
Su
N ·P(x, y, z)dS (3.36)
where p(x, y, z) is a function of x, y, z and for this particular problem as seen
in equations (3.33) and (3.35) is either 1, y or z respectively. P(x, y, z) is a
vector function chosen so that ∇ · P(x, y, z) = p(x, y, z) and N is the unit
vector pointing outwards perpendicularly to the surface dS. The latter is an
infinitesimal area on the surface Su, which is the boundary of volume VE.
Since the outer surface Su consists of nΠ polygons Πk, with N = NΠk within
each of them, one may rewrite equation (3.36) as:∫∫∫
Ve






P(x, y, z)dΠk (3.37)
By noting that ∇.(yey) = 1, 1/2∇.(y2ey) = y, 1/2∇.(z2ez) = z the









































s(y, z)dΠk within each of the polygon faces Πk, where
s(y, z) is one of the equations y, y2/2 or z2/2 and where eλ is ey, ey or ez
respectively. The faces Πk can be perfectly represented as combinations of
nTk triangles. By selecting 3 vertices of the face Πk and calling them Σ0,
Σ1, Σ2, one can define two edges of the triangle T, E1 = rΣ1/O − rΣ0/O and






+ [E1]u+ [E2] v = [r(Σ0/O)x + E1xu+ E2xv,
r(Σ0/O)y + E1yu+ E2yv, r(Σ0/O)z + E1zu+ E2zv]
(3.39)
where 0 ≤ u ≤ 1, 0 ≤ v ≤ 1 and u + v ≤ 1. The following equation holds
true for dΠk
dΠk = |E1 × E2| dudv (3.40)













is indeed a vertical normal vector, it is not necessarily









where nout is a unit vector pointing outwards to Πk. For a side face Πk ∈ Πp,















= [0, rˆPky′ , rˆPkz′ ] and vertex Pk is any of the vertices of Πk.
Finally, for Πu: [nout] = [−1, 0, 0] and for Πl: [nout] = [1, 0, 0]Rφθψ. In all















[E1 × E2] [nout]T
)








where f(u, v) = s(y(u, v), z(u, v)). The parametric representation must now
be defined for each of the functions of interest y, z
y(u, v) = r(Σ0/O)y + E1yu+ E2yv
z(u, v) = r(Σ0/O)z + E1zu+ E2zv
(3.45)
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both of the functions in equations (3.45) are of the form Hλ(u, v) = a0 +
a1u + a2v. Where for λ = 1, H1(u, v) = y(u, v), a0 = r(Σ0/O)y, a1 = E1y,






f(u, v)dudv has an analytical solution depending on











H2λ(u, v)dvdu =1/12 a
2
1 + 1/12 a1 a2 + 1/12 a
2
2 + 1/3 a0 a1




Finally, the final expressions for all the integrals that need to be evaluated










sign([E1 × E2] [nout]T ) [(E1 × E2)] [0, 1, 0]T
(










sign([E1 × E2] [nout]T ) [(E1 × E2)] [0, 1, 0]T 1
2
(1/12
E21y + 1/12E1y E2y + 1/12E
2
2y + 1/3 r(Σ0/O)y E1y + 1/3 r(Σ0/O)y












sign([E1 × E2] [nout]T ) [(E1 × E2)] [0, 0, 1]T 1
2
(1/12
E21z + 1/12E1z E2z + 1/12E
2
2z + 1/3 r(Σ0/O)z E1z + 1/3 r(Σ0/O)z





With the integrals in equation (3.47) defined, it is straightforward to
replace their values in equations (3.33), (3.35) and evaluate FVe , ry and rz.
The force and moment produced by the Winkler springs are:
[Fe] =[FVe , 0, 0] [Me] = [(0, ry − yC , rz − zC)× Fe] (3.48)
The process to evaluate the forces from the damping forces is similar.
















As stated earlier the solid Vd is broken down in the solids Vx˙C and Vω.
Since Vx˙C is a rectangular prism with height hVx˙C = x˙C+mini
(
[ω × ri/C ][1, 0, 0]T
)
,
its volume and the coordinates of its center of mass can be easily calculated
by simpler equations. ∫∫∫
Vx˙C
dV = AΠu hVx˙C (3.50)
where AΠu is the area of the surface Πu which, because of its polygonal






(ykzk+1 − yk+1zk) (3.51)
where the polygon Πu has nΠu vertices numbered counterclockwise with re-
spect to x and the vertex nΠu + 1 is identical to the first vertex.




= [0, rΠuy, rΠuz] of the












((zk + zk+1)(ykzk+1 − yk+1zk))
(3.52)
The force and moment with respect to C attributed to Vx˙C can then














rCΠu/O − (0, yC , zC)
)× FVx˙C ]
(3.53)
To evaluate the volume of the solid Vω the same process is followed as for
the volume Ve. The difference is of course that the integrations now refer to
volume Vω instead of Ve and with respect to the faces ΠVωk of Vω instead of
the faces Πk. Apart from these obvious differences, one should note that the
perimetrical surfaces of Vω, are always vertical, thus after applying equation
(3.43) a correction needs to be made to disregard the vertical component of
that vector and then normalize it: [0, nouty, noutz]/‖[0, nouty, noutz]‖. For the
bottom surface ΠVωl: [nout] = [1, 0, 0] . With these changes one can make use









zdV . With these
integrals known, the volume Vω and location of the centroid [0, rVωy, rVωz] of

















The force and moment attributed to Vω are then simply defined as:
[FVω ] =[−clVω, 0, 0] , [MVω ] = [(0, rVωy − yC , rVωz − zC)× FVω ] (3.55)
Finally the total force [FWM ] of the WM springs and dampers its moment
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[MWM ] with respect to C are given.











With [FWM ] and [MWM ] known equation (3.25) can be used to derive
the generalized forces due to the WM.
























A Coulomb Model is used to simulate friction. The model considers the
frictional forces to act on the bottom corners of the box. A frictional springs
formulation is used, that produces only horizontal frictional forces creating







in the system of equations
(3.28).
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3.5.1 Frictional springs formulation
In this formulation, horizontal non linear springs, with elastic stiffness kf
and viscous dampers cf are attached in parallel to each bottom corner point
Pi, i = 1..4 along the two horizontal directions y and z. The springs and
dampers are active only when the corresponding point is embedded in the
ground, i.e. xi > 0. A penalty approach [67] is used to simulate the Coulomb
friction criterion, with:





= [0, Fify, Fif z] and Fix are the resulting horizontal frictional
force and vertical force applied to a point respectively. Fix depends on the
model used to simulate the vertical springs and dampers. For the CSM:
Fix = max (kixi + cix˙i, 0), while for the WM:






. Note, that this equivalent concen-
trated force for the WM is only used to determine the Coulomb yield limit.
If the criterion of equation (3.58) is satisfied, then point Pi is in stick mode;
otherwise it is sliding during that particular time step. The values Fify and
Fif z at the current time step n are computed with the following process
proposed in [10] and [31]:
Initially the test values Fifyn and Fif zn are computed:
Fifyn = Fifyn−1 − kf (yin − yin−1)− cf y˙in
Fif zn = Fif zn−1 − kf (zin − zin−1)− cf z˙in
(3.59)




Fifyn , if ‖
√


















Fif zn , if ‖
√
















Finally the test values are updated, in order to be used in equation (3.59)
for the next time increment.
Fifyn = Fify + cf y˙in Fif zn = Fif z + cf z˙in (3.62)






































The use of frictional springs to simulate the Coulomb friction law cor-
responds to a compliance frictional model and alleviates the mathematical
inconsistencies that would occur, if the Coulomb inequality was used as a
constraint equation for each corner point, as stated in [25]. Moreover, the
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finite stiffness of the non linear springs kf results in elastic displacements
in the preslide regime and agrees with the experimental results on friction
presented in [47]. The horizontal dampers ensure the decay of the vibra-
tions of the horizontal springs when a point is in stick mode, facilitating the
numerical integration of the problem.
Finally, all the terms of (3.28) have been defined. The system of equations
is then brought to a state space form, with respect to the 6 DOFs and their
velocities [xC , x˙C , yC , y˙C , zC , z˙C , φ, φ˙, ψ, ψ˙, θ, θ˙] and is solved numerically
using a variable step time integration method such as the Runge Kutta 5-6
pair.
3.6 Examples
3.6.1 Example 1: Earthquake Response Simulation
A rectangular concrete rigid prism of dimensions h=0.35 m, b=0.09 m, w=0.1
m is placed on a support medium that can be described by the WM with
the values: kl = 116, 667
KN
m
/m2, cl = 467
KN
m/sec2
/m2. These values would
correspond to the experimentally estimated values for an elastic rubber mat
foundation of modulus of elasticity 7 MPa and thickness 6 cm. The coeffi-
cient of friction has the value µ = 0.3. The following equations are used to
determine the parameters of the CSM :
k0i = kl bw/4 c0i = cl bw/4 (3.64)
These equations are a means of comparison between the WM and the
CSM , in the sense that they would render the two models equivalent, if the
body was experiencing only vertical vibrations, but do not result in making
the two models equivalent in general as explained, for the 2D case, in [46]
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and [8]. It should be noted, that in the case where the physical problem is
of a body with concentrated corner supports, one should not use equation
(3.64) for the CSM . In such case one should instead determine koi and coi
according to the discussion in section 3.4.2. Finally for the frictional springs
and dampers the values were chosen as kf = koi and cf = coi.
The body is subjected to the Chi Chi earthquake ground motion record:
NGA no 1197 CHY028, that can be found in [38], described by the accel-
eration time histories ax, ay and az, shown in Figure 3.8. These ground
accelerations result in the forces: fx = −max, fy = −may and fz = −maz.







































Figure 3.8: Acceleration time histories from the Chi Chi earthquake.
The response of the body according to the CSM and WM can be seen
in Figure 3.9.
As can be seen in Figure 3.9, both the CSM and WM models predict
that the body collapses when subjected to the earthquake of Figure 3.8. How-
ever, the exact response of the body differs according to the model used. To
better illustrate this difference, the acceleration time histories are artificially
modified, by multiplying the time axis with 0.5, thus effectively reducing the
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Figure 3.9: Response of the body according to the CSM and WM , when
subjected to the time histories of Figure 3.8.
duration of the time histories and hence increasing the frequency content
by a factor of 2. The response of the body for the modified time histories,
according to the CSM and WM , is shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 respec-
tively.
Comparing Figure 3.10 with the lines corresponding to the CSM in Fig-
ure 3.9, one may notice that according to the CSM the body doesn’t collapse
for the modified earthquake records. Thus, as expected, the response of the
body is not only dependent on the amplitude of the ground motion but also
on the frequency content. Moreover, it is more apparent from Figures 3.10
and 3.11, that the two models predict different response of the body. It
should be noted however, that the body according to the CSM is very close
to collapsing at t = 18 sec.
As can be seen in Figure 3.10, according to the CSM , the motion of the
body is a very general 3D motion. Despite the fact, that at the end of the
motion the body returns to a stable configuration (ψ = 0 and θ = 0), as seen
in Figures 3.10(e) and 3.10(f), there is a residual rotation φ = 0.74 rad and
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Figure 3.10: Response of the body according to the CSM , for the modified
time histories.


































































Figure 3.11: Response of the body according to the WM , for the modified
time histories.
residual displacements in the y and z direction, as can be seen in Figures
3.10(d), 3.10(b) and 3.10(c) respectively. To understand the cause of these
displacements, one can use the snapshots of the motion of the body, shown
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in Figure 3.12(a).
One may borrow the definition of the rocking corner from Housner’s
model. In the presented models, a corner will certainly experience verti-
cal vibrations and potentially sliding in both directions, therefore cannot be
fixed as the definition of the Housner model would require. Instead let us
use the term ‘rocking’ corner for that corner that, at a certain time instance,
seems to be moving less with respect to the support medium than the rest
vertices of the body. Then, as can be seen in Figure 3.12(a), the horizontal
displacements of the center of mass at a time step are due to the combined
effect of the body twisting, i.e. rotating with respect to ex, with respect to
the ‘rocking corner’ and the sliding of the ‘rocking’ corner in the directions
y and z.
According to the WM , the body experiences a 3D motion including
rocking, twisting and sliding, which however results in it overturning at
t = 18.4 sec as can be seen in Figure 3.11. The motion of the body is more
easily understandable after examining the snapshots of the motion in Figure
3.12(b). With the previously given definition of the ‘rocking’ corner in mind,
the body is initially rocking and twisting with P3 being the ‘rocking’ corner.
Note however, that P3 is sliding in both directions y and z. Eventually the
‘rocking corner’ changes from P3 to P4, and finally the body overturns.
It should be noted that in both models, there is no constant rocking plane.
Thus, it would be impossible to approximate this 3D rocking motion with
simplified 2D models occurring from the projection of the body on a plane.
The reader can also see videos of the motion from the point of view of an
observer that moves with the ground Video 3 and Video 2 for the CSM and
WM respectively, which correspond to the snapshots of Figures 3.12(a) and
3.12(b) in the online edition of the paper [7]. Moreover, the videos of the
motion of the body for a still observer Video 4 and Video 1, for the CSM












































16      sec
18.39 sec
Initial `rocking corner’ P3
Final `rocking corner’ P4
(b) WM
Figure 3.12: Snapshots of the motion of the body according to the two
models. The reader can also see in the online version of paper [7] the videos
of these motions, Video 3 and Video 2, for the CSM and WM respectively.
3.6.2 Example 2 Single Pulse Stability Analysis
In [8], the stability of a body with dimensions b = 0.795 m, h = 3.113 m
with mass 1.5 tons
m
, placed on a support medium with µ = 0.625 and varying
the stiffness and damping properties was examined for base excitations of
horizontal sinusoidal pulses along the direction y with duration of one period
and varying amplitude a and radial frequency Ω.
In the current work, the same body is subjected to the same type of
horizontal pulses which however, are applied in a horizontal direction ±np =
cos(γ) ∗ ey + sin(γ) ∗ ez that forms an angle γ with the axis y, as shown in
Figure 3.13.




a sin(Ωt) ∗ cos(γ) , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi
Ω




a sin(Ωt) ∗ sin(γ) , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi
Ω
















Figure 3.13: Direction of applied sinusoidal pulses.
Let’s define w = b for the 3D analysis. The support medium can be




/m2, which correspond to the values used in [8] for G = 1MPa.
It should be noted that for comparison purposes, we make the assumption
that kl and cl are independent of the dimensions of the body. Equations
(3.64) are used to determine the springs and dampers of the CSM and for
the horizontal springs the values kf = 100 koi and cf = coi are chosen. For
each γ, by varying Ω and a and marking the points where transition from one
state to another occurs, where the two states are survival and overturning of
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the body, the following Figures 3.14 and 3.15 are obtained.

























Overturning loop for γ=0ο
Figure 3.14: Failure safety analysis for varying γ with use of the CSM. The
values of the 2D CSM suggested in [8] for G = 1 MPa are included for
comparison. The three areas: overturning, survival and overturning loop are








ag = g(b/h) (3.67)
The values for γ = 0o according to the 2D CSM and WM presented in [8]
for G = 1MPa are also presented in Figures 3.14 and 3.15, for comparison
reasons. It should be noted that for γ = 0o the values predicted by the
3D and 2D models coincide, which is a confirmation that the 3D CSM and
WM agree fully with the 2D corresponding models proposed in [8], when the
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Overturning loop for γ=0ο
Figure 3.15: Failure safety analysis for varying γ with use of the WM. The
values of the 2D WM suggested in [8] for G = 1 MPa are included for
comparison. The three areas: overturning, survival and overturning loop are
noted for γ = 0o.
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motion of the body is truly two dimensional. As first presented in [66] for a
rigid body on a rigid bade and also verified for deformable support medium
with use of the 2D CSM and WM in [8], for γ = 0o one observes three
different areas in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
The first area, that will be called the overturning area from here on, is
the area above the top line and corresponds to pairs of (a,Ω) for which the
body overturns. Below the top line there is the area of survival, with the
exception of the values of (a,Ω) enclosed by the two lower lines for which the
body overturns. The latter values constitute the third area, which will be
referred to the overturning loop area from here on.
As seen in Figures 3.14 and 3.15 for the CSM and WM respectively,
the boundaries between the previously mentioned three areas depend on the
direction of the pulse as expressed by parameter γ. While the values of the
boundary line of the overturning area increase with the increase of γ, the
same does not necessarily hold true for the boundaries of the overturning
loop. In fact, the area of the overturning loop becomes maximum when
γ = 40o , for both the CSM and the WM . Moreover one should note, that
for different values of Ω, the minimum value of a for overturning does not
occur from a fixed value of γ. The minimum value for overturning for each
Ω will be referred to as alγ (Ω) and amin(Ω), for a fixed value of γ and for any
value of γ respectively.
If the simplified approach of using the projection of the body on the
direction of the pulse to study its motion was accurate, then one would
expect that the values amin(Ω) ≡ alγ=0o (Ω), ∀Ω, since γ = 0o is the direction
on which the projection of the body becomes the slenderest. However, such
a simplification would require, among other things, that the motion of the
body was truly confined on a vertical plane in parallel with the direction
of the pulse. Although this is true when γ = (κ − 1) pi/4, κ = 1, 2, 3, ...,
due to symmetry of the body around these directions, for other values of γ
there is no fixed plane of rocking. This can be seen in Figures 3.16(a) and
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3.16(b) in which the residual twist φ of the body is plotted for each pair of
(Ω, alγ (Ω) − 0.1 ag). Note, that the residual φ is an indication that the axis
of rotation has changed, but is not necessarily equal to the maximum twist
that occurred during the rocking motion.
















































Figure 3.16: Residual twist φ of the body for varying the direction of the
input pulse.
Thus, it is worth mentioning, that despite the fact that the projection of
the body on the direction γ = 0o is the slenderest, applying the pulse in this
direction is not the most conservative scenario for all the values of Ω. Let
us now, vary dimension w while keeping the rest of the parameters of the
problem fixed. For each value of w, the direction of the pulse γ that results
in minimizing the area below alγ (Ω) is chosen and plotted in Figures 3.17(a)
and 3.17(b) for the CSM and WM respectively. The values alγ=0o (Ω), which
are independent of w, are also shown in Figures 3.17 for comparison.
As can be seen in Figure 3.17(b), the scenario γ = 0o becomes the most
conservative scenario for the WM , only when the ratio w/b becomes signifi-
cantly large, for this specific example that would occur for w = 4b. Similarly,
as can be seen in 3.17(a), for the CSM as the ratio of w/b increases, the
regions of Ω for which amin(Ω) ≡ alγ=0o also increase. However, no further
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Figure 3.17: Minimum overturning amplitudes alγ for varying the ratio w/b.
increase is achieved beyond a value of w/b around 8. Thus, according to
the CSM , for Ω/p ∈ (5.3, 6.2) applying the pulse in the direction γ = 0o is
not the most conservative scenario, regardless of the ratio of w/b. However,
this region is rather small and the values of alγ=0o (Ω) are relatively close to
amin(Ω). Thus, for both models, the assumption that applying the pulse in
the direction γ = 0o is conservative, becomes more realistic for large ratios
of w/b.
The fact that the values of alγ=40o (Ω) do not change with further increase
of the base ratio beyond the value w/b = 8, is because for w = 8b the
aspect ratio h/w is small enough to prevent significant rocking in the plane
xz or twist. However, for the particular value of µ = 0.625 and for alγ=40o (Ω),
Ω/p ∈ (5.3, 6.2) the body slides in the plane xz. Further increase of w doesn’t
practically change the response of the body. This sliding of the body in the
plane xz affects the rocking response of the body in the plane xy, through




Two models for examining the 3D rocking motion of a rigid rectangular
prism on a flexible support medium, the 3DCSM and the 3DWM , have
been introduced in this study. The models describe the motion of the body by
tracking the displacements of the center of mass xC , yC , zC and the rotation
of the body, as expressed by the three sequential Euler rotations ψ, θ, φ.
The geometric non linearities, sliding and uplift are taken fully into account
and no terms are omitted in the dynamic equations of motion. The CSM
simulates the support medium as concentrated vertical springs and dampers
placed in parallel at the bottom corners, while the WM uses distributed
vertical springs and dampers. A Coulomb friction behavior is achieved, by
attaching horizontal frictional springs and dampers to each of the bottom
corners Pi.
As seen in the examined examples, the models are capable of capturing
the full 3D dynamics of the rocking response of a body, up to the point of
collapse, under an excitation which is not necessarily in parallel with one of
its axes of symmetry. The result of such a general input motion is that all
the degrees of freedom of the problem are activated. Thus, the response of
the body is not confined in a plane. This finding contradicts an assumption
often used in the literature, that the 3D rocking problem could be described
by examining the 2D rocking response of a body on a selected projection
plane.
Moreover, as seen in section 3.6.2, the behavior of a body under a horizon-
tal single cycle sinusoidal pulse resembles qualitatively the planar response
of a body for the case that the pulse is in parallel with one of the axes of
symmetry of the body. The three areas defined for the 2D case, described
in [66] and [8] are observed in Figures 3.14 and 3.15. However the limits
between the 3 areas depend on the direction of the pulse. Most notably, ap-
plying the pulse in parallel with the dimension of the base which is smaller,
is not necessarily the most conservative case for all Ω, and in fact becomes a
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reasonable assumption only when the other dimension of the base is signifi-
cantly larger. Thus, in order to design for such a body one should examine
the applied pulse under various directions.
The behavior of the body according to the 3D CSM and 3D WM is not
identical. That is because equations (3.64), which from a physical point of
view have the meaning that the 3D CSM occurs from lumping the stiffness
and damping properties of the 3D WM in the corners, do not render the two
models equivalent. In fact, the two models describe two different physical




The 3D Dynamics Of A Rigid
Body With Wheels On A
Moving Base
This works is part of a paper that was coauthored with Professor Andrew
W. Smyth and was published in the Journal of Engineering Mechanics [7].
4.1 Introduction
The response of a body on wheels subjected to a three dimensional earth-
quake record, is a complex dynamic motion that is a combination of the three
dimensional rocking of the body and the dynamics of the wheels.
The dynamics of a single disk on a flat surface with friction, is a prob-
lem that gives rise to interesting behaviors, especially if one considers the
possibility of the disk rolling or sliding, as examined in [37] and [27].
On the other hand, even the 2D rocking problem of rigid body on a rigid
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base, as formulated by Housner in [1963], is a highly nonlinear phenomenon.
A review of planar and 3D rocking models can be found in chapters 2 and
3, respectively. Although simplified models for the dynamic behavior of sin-
gle casters have been presented in literature ([56] and [11]), a model that
simulates the dynamic behavior of a body on wheels does not exist, which
can be partly attributed to the the limited literature on the modeling of the
3D rocking problem. Moreover, it is reasonable to assume that for the 2D
problem of a body on wheels, the rocking component would not have a signif-
icant contribution to the motion of the body, when subjected to earthquake
excitations. This latter remark is not in general true for the 3D problem.
In this chapter, a model for a rigid body with rigid wheels on a moving de-
formable support medium is developed. The wheels of the body are modeled
as disks, while the vertical reaction forces provided by the support medium
are modeled using a generalization of the Concentrated Springs Model pre-
sented in [8]. The model incorporates a Coulomb frictional behavior for the
support medium, using an appropriate model, that allows the wheels to roll
or slide. Uplift and geometric nonlinearities are taken fully into account.
The model is later used in suitable examples, that exhibit the complex 3D
behavior of a body on wheels.
4.2 Body properties
The body in Figure 4.1 consists of a rectangular prism H with centroid C and
mass m, nw wheels with centroids Cwi and masses mwi . Each wheel wi may
be connected to the point Pwi of H, through the rigid link si with Centroid
Csi . The connection of si to H is achieved through a revolute joint, that
allows the rotation of the system of the link and wheel, si and wi, around an
axis perpendicular to the base of H passing through Pwi .
The systems of reference used can be seen in Figure 4.2. The Cartesian






























Figure 4.1: Prism H on nw = 4 wheels. Each wheel wi is connected to point
Pwi of H through the link si. The joint at Pwi is a revolute joint, allowing
the system of si and wi to rotate around an axis perpendicular to the base
of H passing through Pwi
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ez respectively and intersecting at the point of reference O. Point O is a
point on the ground surface, which is chosen to match the Y Z plane. Let us




as [xk, yk, zk].
In the particular case of C the Cartesian coordinates will be declared as[
rC/O
]
= [xC , yC , zC ]. Furthermore, a basis of vectors RH : ex′ , ey′ , ez′ , fixed
on the body H, is also defined. Then the dimensions of the prism are h, b
and w along the direction of ex′ , ey′ , ez′ respectively.






z is fixed in rigid link si.







z is fixed on wheel wi. Any point k belonging in disc wi, has










ky ≤ r2wi , where rwi is the
radius of wi.
Let us from now on, denote for any vector d its coordinates with respect





































Figure 4.2: Systems of reference. Note that point O is fixed on the surface
of the ground which may be moving.
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4.3 Defining the differential equations
4.3.1 Defining the generalized coordinates
In order to define the current configuration of H, six degrees of freedom are
needed. The first three are simply the coordinates of the center of mass of H,
C, with respect to the Cartesian basis S: xC , yC and zC . The remaining three
D.O.F. are needed to describe the rotation of H. To this end, the sequential
Euler angles ψ, θ, φ are used. The initial Cartesian basis S : ex, ey, ez












z. The final rotation is with respect to vector e
2
x by the angle φ
resulting in basis RH : ex′ , ey′ , ez′ . To define the motion of each of the rigid
links si, the D.O.F. φwi is required which is the rotation of the link with
respect to an axis parallel to ex′ passing through Pwi , resulting in the basis







Moreover, to define the motion of wheel wi, one more D.O.F. per wheel
is needed, which is is the rotation by θwi with respect to a vector, parallel
to esiz , passing through the center of the wheel wi. The last rotation results






z . The sequential rotations
ψ, θ, φ, φwi , θwi and the occurring configuration of the bodies are shown in
Figures 4.3 and 4.4.
Let’s define the configuration ψ = φ = θ = φwi = θwi = 0, shown in
Figure 4.4 a), as the unrotated configuration and the configuration occurring
from the sequential rotations, shown in Figure 4.4 b), c) and d), as the rotated
configuration of bodies H, si and wi respectively.










































































































































where Rψ, Rθ, Rφ, Rφwi , Rθwi are the transformations matrices for the rota-





C (ψ) 0 −S (ψ)
0 1 0
S (ψ) 0 C (ψ)
 [Rθ] =

C (θ) S (θ) 0






0 C (φ) S (φ)








0 C (φwi ) S (φwi )







C (θwi ) S (θwi ) 0






















Let’s now denote the matrix that transforms basis S to RBi, where
Bi ∈ [H, si, wi], as [RBi]. In particular for H: [RH ] = [Rφθψ], for si:
[Rsi ] = [Rφwiφθψ] and for wi: [Rwi ] = [Rθwiφwiφθψ]. The matrix [RBi] not
only transforms the initial Cartesian basis S to the basis fixed on body Bi,
but also rotates any vector d = dxex + dyey + dzez fixed in Bi, the Cartesian
coordinates of which are known for the unrotated configuration, to the rotated
configuration of body Bi:
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[drotated] = [dx, dy, dz] [RBi] (4.8)
Using equation (4.8), the Cartesian Coordinates of a point k, depending














































occur from setting kH = Pwi and k










Finally, the contact point, ρi of wheel wi with the support medium needs
to be determined. This contact point, due to the deformability of the ground,
is not in general the point of the wheel with the property x = 0 (x is the
vertical axis) at a time instance t. In fact, the contact point in this formu-
lation is defined as the point of the wheel wi for which rk/Cwix is maximum.
This point is the intersection of the projection of ex, Epi , on the plane Πwi
of disc wi, with the circumference of wi. Πwi is defined by the vector normal
to disc wi, which is simply e
wi
z . Having defined a vector perpendicular to the
plane of the disc wi, the projection of ex on Πwi is defined by the following
equation:
[Epi ] = [ex]− [ex] [ewiz ]T [ewiz ] (4.10)






=rwi [Epi ] / ‖Epi‖ (4.11)








+ rwi [Epi ] / ‖Epi‖ (4.12)
The angular velocity of RH with respect to the Cartesian basis S,
SωRH ,
is defined as:





where (˙) ≡ d()
dt
The angular velocity vectors of Rsi , Rwi with respect to S are defined in
equations (4.14), (4.15) respectively.




x + φ˙wiex′ (4.14)








Finally the equations that transform the previous angular velocities be-




























The velocity of a point k, depending on whether it belongs in the body




SωRH × rPwi/C + SωRsi × rksi/Pwi
vkwi =vC +
SωRH × rPwi/C + SωRsi × rCwi/Pwi + SωRwi × rkwi/Cwi
(4.17)
where [vC ] = [x˙C , y˙C , z˙C ] is the velocity of C in Cartesian coordinates. The









are obtained by evaluating the second equation of (4.17) for k = Cwi and
k = Csi respectively. The velocity of the point ρi of the disc wi, passing
through the contact point, [vρi ] = [x˙ρi , y˙ρi , z˙ρi ], is obtained by evaluating the
third equation of (4.17) for k = ρi.
4.3.2 Lagrange’s equation of motion
In this section, the equations of motion will be developed using Lagrange’s










where ST is the kinetic energy of the system with respect to S, qj the j
generalized coordinate and Qj is the Generalized Force with respect to qj.
In the following sections a method to bring the dynamic equations of mo-
tion from the form of equation (4.18), to a more suitable form for integration
will be presented. The 3D displacements and rotations of H do not allow the
use of the methods used in manipulator dynamics, such as the one presented
in [18].
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4.3.3 Kinetic energy of the system
The kinetic energy of the system with respect to S is the sum of the kinetic
energy of the body H, the rigid links si and the wheels wi









The kinetic energy of body H is expressed in equation (4.20)
























In a similar fashion for the wheel wi, basis Rwi is chosen to express the










 and SωRwi .
ST
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Finally equations (4.21), (4.23) and (4.22) may be written in a common
form:
TBi = 1/2mBi [vBi] [vBi]
T + 1/2 [RBiωBi] [RBiIBi] [RBiωBi]
T (4.24)
where the index Bi refers to one of the bodies H, si, wi. RBi is the basis
fixed on body Bi, TBi =





and [RBiIBi] is the
inertia of body Bi expressed in the coordinates of the basis RBi.
4.3.4 Analytically Deriving the equations of motion
In this section, a method is presented to bring equations (4.18) into a form
suitable for numerical integration:
[M ]{q¨} = {Ξ} (4.25)
where [M ] is a matrix whose coefficients are functions of the generalized
coordinates qj and {Ξ} is a nonlinear vector whose components are functions
of qj, q˙j and time t. Finally, {q} is the column vector whose row j corresponds
to the generalized coordinate qj.
The method is applicable to systems of rigid bodies each of which belongs
to an open-loop chain of bodies. The starting body of each chain is common,
e.g in the system examined in this chapter this body would be H. The rigid
bodies are connected with rotational joints. Moreover, the first link of any
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chain, body H, is not pinned on the support medium, unlike the assumption
made in [18], and thus may experience 3D displacements and rotations. For
simplicity it will be assumed that the axis of revolution of the joint connecting
bodies k and k + 1 is in parallel with one of the basis vectors fixed on each
of the bodies, as in the problem examined here.
To this end, the derivatives of equation (4.18) are analytically broken
down to basic expressions, requiring only the differentiation of the trans-
formation matrices with respect to the corresponding rotation generalized
coordinates. Finally matrix [M ] and the vector {Ξ} are assembled by very
basic operations such as multiplications and summations of simple symbolic
matrices.
























































Let’s now write the terms in [vBi], [ωBi] in a general form:
vBi = vC +
k=kBi∑
k=1





, summing over tensors of some order is explicitly
defined to be equal to the zero tensor of the same order, when k2 < k1 and:
kBi =

0 , if Bi ≡ H
2 , if Bi ≡ si
2 , if Bi ≡ wi
(4.29)
and: [ω1,ω2,ω3] = [
SωRH , SωRsi , SωRwi ] and [r1, r2] = [rPwi/C , rCBi/Pwi ].
Moreover, let’s define that Φ = [ψ, θ, φ, φwi , θwi ] (and refer to element l of
the row matrix Φ as Φl), [Rl] = [R]Φl [R]Φl−1 ...[R]Φ1 ≡
∏λ=1
λ=l ([R]Φλ) and that∏λ=j2
λ=j1





























where [l0, l1, l2, l3] = [0, 3, 4, 5], [λH , λsi , λwi ] = [1, 2, 3] and dl is the basis
vector with respect to which Φl occurs:
[dl] = [σl][Rl−1] (4.31)
where [Rl−1] transforms the vectors of the Cartesian basis to the basis of dl
and [σl] is a row matrix that chooses the first, second or third row of [Rl−1],
depending on whether dl is the x, y or z vector of its basis and has the values:
[[σ1], [σ2], [σ3], [σ4], [σ5]] = [[ey] , [ez] , [ex] , [ex] , [ez]]
It should also be noted that [rk] = [Rkrk] [Rlk ], where R1 = RH and
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, that appear in equations (4.26)
and (4.27) respectively. Then by using equation (4.28) one can write :
mBivBi · ∂vBi
∂qj





k=1 (ωk × rk)
∂qj
)



































= mBivBi · d
dt















where δij is the Kronecker delta function: if i = j → δij = 1, otherwise
δij = 0.













cancel out in equation (4.18) and thus will be omitted from the following
equations. The rest of the derivative terms appearing in equations (4.27)
and (4.26) are developed in the Appendix.
Separating the acceleration terms from the rest of the terms the equation
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[MBix ]qj [x¨C , y¨C , z¨C ]





























are also provided in the Ap-
pendix.































It should be pointed out that the process presented results in forming the













however cannot be presented here due to their length. Due to the analytic
nature of equation (4.34), the process needs not to be repeated when the
properties of the bodies H, si or wi change, because these parameters simply
appear as coefficients in the analytical expressions.
4.3.5 Generalized Forces
If Fk is the resultant force of the contact and body forces acting on point



















where Fk and rk/O is the force applied in point k and the distance from point
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[Rφθψ] ,if k ∈ H
∂
∂qj













,if k ∈ si
(4.36)
The definition of point k being fixed in one of the bodies, is not satisfied by
the contact point of the wheel with the support medium, which is constantly
changing in time. Therefore, the generalized forces for the case of the contact





















where GCwi = rρi/Cwi × Fρi is the moment of Fρi with respect to Cwi and[
rCwi/O
]










Therefore in the most general case to compute the generalized forces one












∂[xC , yC , zC ]
∂qj






are evaluated by replacing l = 2, l = 3 respectively in
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equation (4.54) of the Appendix and
∂[SωRwi ]
∂q˙j
is evaluated by replacing Bi =






4.3.5.1 Gravitational and D’Alembert forces
A gravitational force FCBi = mBi gex is applied to the center of mass of
body Bi, CBi, for all the bodies Bi appearing in the problem. Moreover in
the case where the support medium itself moves with accelerations ax, ay
and az along the directions x, y, z, then one needs to additionally apply the
corresponding D’Alembert forces to CBi. Thus, the total force applied to CBi
is [FCBi ] = −mBi[ax − g, ay, az].
The Generalized force, QBij , corresponding to FBi is evaluated by replac-
ing k with C, Csi and Cwi in equation (4.35) depending on whether body
Bi is H, si or wi respectively.
It should be noted, that the generalized forces corresponding to the D’
Alembert and gravitational force of body H, are: QHxC = −m (ax − g), QHyC =
−may, QHzC = −maz and QHqj = 0 , if qj /∈ [xC , yC , zC ]. This is not however
true for QBij , if Bi 6= H.
4.4 Contact Forces and Friction Models
In this section the models, which are shown in Figure 4.5, that provide the
vertical and horizontal reactions of the support medium are presented. The
model for the vertical reactions is the Concentrated Springs Models, while the







c2 k2 c3 k3
F2fy
F2fz
F1fy F1fz F4fy F4fz
F3fy F3fz
Figure 4.5: Simulation of the reaction forces of the support medium on the
contact points of the wheels.
4.4.1 CSM
In the Concentrated Springs Model, the deformability of the support medium
is modeled through a set of vertical springs and dampers at each of the
contact points ρi. The springs and dampers are activated only when point
ρi is embedded into the ground; this is the case when the vertical coordinate
of the corresponding point xρi is non negative. Since the support medium
should apply non tensile forces, the sum of the force applied by the damper
and the spring should be non negative. Therefore the constants for the
springs and dampers are defined through equations (4.39), (4.40)
ki =







0 , ifxρi < 0 or koixρi + coix˙ρi < 0
c0i , elsewhere
(4.40)
Then the force [Fi] applied in any of the contact points ρi would be:
[Fi] = [−(kixρi + cix˙ρi), 0, 0] (4.41)
4.4.2 Frictional models
A Coulomb Model is used to simulate friction. The friction applied on each
wheel by the support medium is simulated with horizontal nonlinear springs
and dampers acting at the contact points, while the friction in the revolute
joints is simulated with rotational nonlinear springs in those joints.
4.4.3 Rolling-friction formulation
A rolling friction model is simulated using the penalty springs formulation
([25], [10] and [31]). Horizontal nonlinear springs, with elastic stiffness kf
and dampers cf are attached in parallel at the contact point of each wheel
along the directions y and z. The springs and dampers are active only when
the corresponding point is embedded in the ground, i.e. xρi ≥ 0. This
model provides the horizontal frictional contact forces applied by the support
medium. The rolling friction inequality is written as:
‖Fif‖ ≤ µFix (4.42)




= [0, Fify, Fif z], Fix are the
resulting horizontal frictional force and vertical force applied to a point re-
spectively. Fix is defined by equation (4.41).
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The analytical version of the rolling friction law would demand that when
the rolling inequality is satisfied, the disc is rolling, i.e. the horizontal com-
ponents of the velocity [vρi ] of the point of the disc which passes through the
contact point at some time instance t are zero. Otherwise the disc is sliding.
Here a compliance version of the rolling friction law will be implemented,
where the horizontal frictional springs resist the displacement corresponding









z˙ρidt, where tci is the time
instance in which ρi just became embedded in the ground and tn is the time
at the current time step n. Note that since the contact point changes over
time, yfin and z
f
in
, do not correspond to the coordinates of any point fixed
on the bodies. Thus two new state variables need to be introduced for each
wheel, yfi and z
f




Having defined, yfi and z
f
i , the frictional forces Fify and Fif z are defined
with the following process:
Initially the test values Fifyn and Fif zn are computed:
Fifyn = Fifyn−1 − kf (yfin − yfin−1)− cf y˙fi
Fif zn = Fif zn−1 − kf (zfin − zfin−1)− cf z˙fi
(4.44)




Fifyn , if ‖
√


















Fif zn , if ‖
√
















Finally the test values are updated, in order to be used in equation (4.44)
for the next time increment.
Fifyn = Fify + cf y˙
f
i




Equation (4.44) corresponds to an elastic predictor step of a return map-
ping algorithm ([62] and [14]), while equations (4.45), (4.46) and (4.47) cor-
respond to the plastic corrector step. Moreover, equation (4.47) modifies the
force of the spring and its elongation, taking into account the plastic defor-
mations due to sliding, exactly in the same way as in [31]. This modification
to the spring’s elongation however is applied at the current step tn, thus
allowing the use of the elastic predictor equation (4.44) for the future time
step tn+1, regardless of whether there was sliding or not in the current time
step. It should be noted however, that sliding affects the elongation of the
spring as expressed by Fifyn and Fif zn in equation (4.44), thus addressing the
concerns expressed in [5].
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It should be noted that the classic rolling model would prescribe, kf to
be infinite. Numerically however, kf is chosen to be is a sufficiently large
number. In the following examples kf was chosen to be equal to 100 koi and
cf = coi.
Having defined the frictional forces and the vertical reaction force, the
corresponding generalized forces are evaluated using equation (4.37) for Fρi =
Ffi + Fi.
4.4.4 Friction in the revolute joints
Friction in the revolute joints is simulated with rotational nonlinear springs.
A Coulomb friction behavior, using a penalty method approach, is imple-
mented for the rotations in these joints. The force, Grotn , of the rotational
spring at a time step n is defined using the following equation.
Grotn = Grotn−1 − krot (Φrotn − Φrotn−1)
Grot = min(|Grotn| , Glrot) sign(Grotn)
Grotn = Grot
(4.48)
where Φrot is the rotation corresponding to the particular revolute joint and
could be one of φwi and θwi , Glrot is the yield limit of the moment that the
corresponding revolute joint can provide and the rotational stiffness of the
springs krot is such that: Glrot/krot = 10
−8 rad
The generalized force corresponding to the frictional force of a revolute

























































Grot , if qj = Φrot
0 , if qj 6= Φrot
(4.49)
where erot is the unit vector with respect to which the rotation Φrot occurs,
thus erot is equal to ex′ and e
si
z , for Φrot = φwi and Φrot = θwi respectively.
The rotations φwi and θwi are often restricted; the former usually when
the rigid link si is connected with a moment connection to H and the latter
through mechanisms that can be activated and deactivated, such as brakes.
When the rotation φwi or θwi is locked, the corresponding acceleration is
zero. The corresponding equations, φ¨wi = 0 or θ¨wi = 0 need to be taken
into account when solving the equations of motion. This is achieved, if for
example the constrained rotation corresponds to the generalized coordinate
qj, by setting in equation (4.25) the elements of row and column j of matrix
[M ] equal to zero, except the diagonal element Mjj which is set equal to one,
and setting the jth element of vector {Ξ} equal to zero. Moreover, the initial
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value of the corresponding velocity q˙j has to be set equal to zero.
Having defined all the components, it is straightforward to bring equations
(4.34) and (4.43) into state-space form. The occurring system of equations
is solved numerically using a variable step time integration method such as
the Runge Kutta 5-6 pair.
4.5 Examples
4.5.1 Example 1: Earthquake Response Simulation
A rectangular prism of height h = 1.5 m, length b = 0.5 m and width w = 0.6
m, is placed on four identical wheels of diameter D = 0.0762 m, as shown
in Figure 4.7. Each wheel is connected to one of the bottom corner points

















/2. Each link si and wheel wi are initially
rotated by φwi = −pi/2 rad. The mass of the prism is m = 150 Kg, and
the mass of each wheel and rigid link are msi = 0.1Kg and mwi = 0.4Kg,
respectively. The rotations φw3 and φw4 are locked in their initial position.

















The stiffness and damping properties of the support medium according
to the CSM are koi = 1000KN/m and coi = 24KN/msec, the coeffi-
cient of friction is µ = 0.6 and the yield limits of the rotational springs
in the revolute joints are given as Glφwi
= 0.000062KN m/rad and Glθwi
=
0.0000025KN m/rad, i=1,...,4.




















Figure 4.7: Dimensions of the body examined. Note that the rotations φw3
and φw4 are locked.
a type of device which often has brakes attached on each wheel. When the
brake is activated the corresponding wheel wj is not able to rotate, i.e. θwj is
locked. Thus taking into account all the possible combinations of activating
or not the brake in wheel wj, the following matrix A is acquired, whose row
i corresponds to the scenario i and column j corresponds to the state of the
brake on wj, where 1 and 0 signify that θwi is locked or unlocked, respectively.
If the row i of matrix A is referred to as Ai, then it should be noted that
A1 and A8 correspond to the two extreme cases, where θwj is free or locked
respectively, for all the wheels wj.
[A]T =

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 1

(4.50)
When θwj is locked for the wheels w3 and w4, for which φwj , j = 3, 4
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are locked as well, the contact point ρj of the corresponding wheel with the
support medium, has a similar behavior to the contact point of a rocking
model. However, in the case of a wheel, even if θwj and φwj are locked, the
contact point changes due to the disk geometry, while for the rocking model
it would be one of the bottom vertices of the body.
The body is subjected to the Chi Chi record: NGA no 1197 CHY028,
that can be found in the P.E.E.R. database [2011]. The time histories for
the ground accelerations ax, ay and az are shown in Figure 4.8. For reasons
of convenience, the body is subjected to the excitations from t = 30 sec to
t = 45 sec, i.e. it is assumed that the body is at rest at t = 30 sec.







































Figure 4.8: Acceleration time histories from the Chi Chi earthquake.
The envelope of the response of the body for all the scenarios of matrix A,
except of scenario A6 for which the body collapses, is shown in the following
Figure 4.9. The two extreme cases A1 and A8 are shown in the figures and
in case that the maximum and minimum occur from scenarios different than
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the extreme cases or A6, the response for these scenarios is also shown in the
same figure. Moreover the response of the body for the case A6, for which
the body collapses is presented separately in Figure 4.10.
It can be seen in Figure 4.9, that letting θwi free ∀i, minimizes the rocking
response of the body, as expressed by the small values in the time histories
of ψ and θ in Figures 4.9(e) and 4.9(f) for A1, but at the same time allows
significant horizontal displacements, as can be seen in Figures 4.9(b) and
4.9(c). On the other hand locking θwi ∀i, results in minimizing the residual
displacements (although these are still not zero, as can be seen in Figures
4.9(b) and 4.9(c) for A8, due to a combination of sliding and twisting with
respect to the instantaneous contact points), and at the same time increasing
the three dimensional rocking response of the body, as can be seen in Figures
4.9(d), 4.9(e) and 4.9(f) for A8.
These conclusions for A1 and A8 were expected and agree with the phys-
ical intuition of the problem. What one should note is that the envelopes of
the response time histories in Figure 4.9, do not necessarily occur from the
time histories of A1 and A8 ∀t, i.e. at different time instances any of the
configurations could lead to a maximum or minimum. In fact, the collapse
of the body occurs for scenario A6, as can be seen in Figure 4.10, for which
only θw4 is let free and not A8 for which all the wheels are locked.
Furthermore, it should be brought to the reader’s attention that a simple
action related to the every day use of this body, such as the activation of a
brake, has a significant effect on its response during an earthquake. In Figure
4.11, the snapshots of the motion of the prism H are shown for the cases A1
and A8, where one can observe the difference in the nature of the response.
The reader should note that the videos of the motion of the body, are
available with the online edition of the paper [6]. Each video contains four
of the scenarios described in matrix A. Moreover the videos are presented
from the point of view of an observer that moves with the ground and a
still observer, with the corresponding files having the prefixes relative and
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Max Min A1 A8 A13
(a) x








Max Min A1 A8 A16
(b) y









Max Min A1 A8 A15
(c) z









Max Min A1 A8 A14
(d) φ









Max Min A1 A8 A4
(e) ψ








Max Min A1 A8 A3
(f) θ











Max Min A1 A8 A7 A10
(g) φw1











Max Min A1 A8 A3 A10
(h) φw2










Max Min A1 A8 A12
(i) θw1










Max Min A1 A8 A2
(j) θw2










Max Min A1 A8 A3
(k) θw3











Max Min A1 A8
(l) θw4
Figure 4.9: Response of the body. The lines noted as max and min correspond
to the envelope of the response for all the cases described in A, except A6.
Moreover, the response for cases A1, A8 and the cases that correspond to
the maximum and minimum response, if different than A1 or A8 are noted
in the figure.
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Figure 4.10: Response of the body for scenario A6. Note that in this scenario
θw4 is free, while θwi , i = 1, ..., 3 are locked.
absolute respectively. Referring to these videos, one can classify the response
of the body for the different scenarios in three categories according to whether
the body is mainly displacing, rocking, or twisting, although in most of the
cases the motion is a combination of all of these three behaviors. Cases where
the body is mainly displacing are the scenarios: 1, 2, 15 and 16; scenarios
where the body mainly rocks are: 3, 6, 7, 8 and 13; while scenarios where
the body mainly twists are: 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 14. However, rocking is
also observed in scenarios 4, 9, 12 and 13.
















































Figure 4.11: Snapshots of the motion of the prism H for the scenarios A1
and A8.
link si and wheel wi is similar to that of a damped forced pendulum, which
under certain parameters may exhibit chaotic behavior, as stated in [16] and
[20]. Moreover, it has been shown in [56] and [26], where the dynamics of
a single caster are examined, that this system exhibits chaotic or transient
chaotic behavior under certain parameters. In cases where the parameters
are such that the problem becomes highly sensitive to small changes, the cal-
culational cost of numerically integrating the system of differential equations
(4.34) in time within a desired precision, increases.
4.5.2 Example 2: Single Pulse Stability Analysis
The body examined in the first example is subjected to base excitations
of horizontal sinusoidal pulses, with amplitude a radial frequency Ω and
duration of one period, applied in a horizontal direction ±np = cos(γ) ∗ ey +
sin(γ) ∗ ez that forms an angle γ with the axis y, as shown in Figure 4.12.




a sin(Ωt) ∗ cos(γ) , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi
Ω




a sin(Ωt) ∗ sin(γ) , if 0 ≤ t ≤ 2pi
Ω















Figure 4.12: Direction of applied sinusoidal pulses.
Making the assumption that the rotations φw3 and φw4 are locked as in the
previous example, two cases are examined. In the first case, the brakes are
activated on the wheels w1 and w2, while in the second they are activated on
w3 and w4, locking in each case the rotations θwi of the corresponding wheels
wi. These two cases correspond to the scenarios A3 and A15 of Matrix A in
equation (4.50).
Failure in this problem is defined whenever the body overturns, or when-
ever the displacement criterion x2C + y
2
C > h
2 is satisfied. For a certain γ, the
minimum value of amplitude a that leads to failure is marked ∀Ω, and the
results are presented in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. The cases that correspond to
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failure due to displacement or overturning are represented with a hollow or
filled marker respectively. The horizontal and vertical axis are normalized







ag = g(b/h) (4.52)


















Figure 4.13: Failure safety analysis for varying γ for A15.


















Figure 4.14: Failure safety analysis for varying γ for A3.
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By comparing Figures 4.13 and 4.14, it can be seen that the stability of the
body is not only dependent on the direction of the pulse, but is also heavily
dependent on the pattern of locked wheels. For each case though, both types
of failure are encountered, i.e. the body may fail due to overturning or due
to excessive displacement.
Many interesting dynamic properties of the problem can be observed in
Figures 4.13 and 4.14. Let’s start with the case A15 for γ = −pi/2. In
this case, both the body and the pulse excitation are symmetric around the
plane xz, thus the motion of the body is a two dimensional motion in that
plane. Qualitatively one could compare the behavior of the body, to that
of a 2D rocking model as the one presented in [8], where the right corner
point of the equivalent model would correspond to the contact points of the
wheels w1 and w2 and the left to the contact points of the wheels w3 and
w4, as shown in Figure 4.15. However, it should be reminded that even if
all the wheels were locked, this 2D rocking model would not be a completely
accurate representation even for this 2D case of the problem, due to the fact
that the contact points are not fixed on the body and as a result the radial
distances R1, R2 and angles β1, β2 shown in Figure 4.15 are not constant in
time, contrary to what the 2D rocking model would prescribe.
Due to the restriction of θwi for w3 and w4, these wheels behave similarly
to the corner points of a rocking model as discussed earlier, while for the
other two wheels w1 and w2 for which θwi is left free, the horizontal forces
that the support medium applies to the corresponding contact point in the
direction z, parallel to the plane of the wheel, are significantly reduced. This
imbalance in the magnitude of the horizontal reaction forces, that the support
medium can provide at the corner points, leads to the body being able to
topple only for ψ > 0, i.e. when the wheels w3 and w4 are embedded in
the support medium. Following the same reasoning, for the scenario A3 and
γ = ±pi/2 the body can only overturn for ψ < 0.









w3 , w4 w1 , w2
ψ
Figure 4.15: Two dimensional motion of the body, occurring when γ = ±pi/2
and properties of the corresponding 2D rocking model with height heq ≈
2 (h+D/2 + rCwi/Pwix′).
formable base, for the 2D rocking problem there would be two modes of
overturning due to a sinusoidal pulse input. The first mode, which is re-
ferred to as the zero impact mode, corresponds to overturning of the body
without change of the sign of ψ and the second case is overturning of the
body with one change of ψ, which is referred to as the one impact mode.
Borrowing the previous definitions of the modes of overturning, one may
notice that for the scenario A15 and γ = −pi/2, the pulse creates a positive
initial rotation ψ and thus overturning with zero impact is possible. On the
other hand overturning with one impact would signify that the body should
overturn for negative ψ, which is however not possible. Thus, the points in
Figure 4.13 for γ = −pi/2, corresponding to failure due to overturning, have
occurred due to overturning with zero impact mode.
For A15 and γ = pi/2 the pulse creates a negative initial rotation ψ and
thus in this case, overturning with zero impact is not possible. Moreover,
by the end of the first half period of the sinusoidal pulse, the body will
have obtained a significant negative velocity z˙C and a very small rotational
velocity ψ˙. Overturning with one impact cannot occur, if the sign of z˙C is
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not reversed, thus a significant part of the second half period of the pulse
is consumed in reducing the norm of the initial negative z˙C . This in turn,
results in the one impact overturning mode becoming less probable, than it
would be for a 2D rocking problem. Consequently, the few overturning points
in Figure 4.13 for γ = pi/2, correspond to one impact overturning.
The cases γ = ±pi/2 for A3 are similar to the cases, γ = ∓pi/2 for
A15. However, by comparing the values of the overturning amplitudes for
γ = −pi/2 in Figure 4.13 with γ = pi/2 in Figure 4.14, it can be observed that
the amplitudes required for the second case are significantly larger. This is
explained due to the non symmetric position of the wheels with respect to
the center of mass of the prism, as can be seen in Figure 4.15. Using the
approximate 2D rocking model one can express qualitatively the effect of this
non symmetry, as the body being effectively more slender when ψ > 0. Thus,
it is to be expected that the amplitudes required for overturning would be
smaller for the case A15 γ = +pi/2, than for A3 and γ = −pi/2.
It should be noted, that the eccentricity induced by the wheels, is con-
trolled from the values of the rotations φwi which for i = 1, 2 are not constant
for input that has a non zero component parallel to the y axis. As a result, for
all values of γ 6= ±pi/2, this eccentricity constantly changes in time affecting
the response of the body, being one of the many dynamic phenomena that
arise during the dynamic excitation of a body on wheels. Also, it should
be pointed out that for γ 6= ±pi/2 the motion of the body is truly three
dimensional.
By comparing the stability plots in Figures 4.13 and 4.14 one can see that
changing the position of the activated brakes, results in changing the stability
of the object. Most notably the worst case scenarios for the scenarios A15 and
A3 occur in the perpendicular directions γ = −pi/2 and γ = 0 respectively.
The minimum overturning amplitudes, for any scenario and value of γ, occur
for A3 and γ ∈ [−pi/4, 0]. However, one may not reach the conclusion that
choosing scenario A15 over A3, i.e. activating the brakes on the wheels i for
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which φwi is locked instead of activating them on the wheels for which φwi is
free, would result in increasing the overall safety of the object, since the body
would be more vulnerable to earthquakes that have a stronger component in
the z direction.
4.6 Conclusions
A model for examining the response of a rigid prism with wheels on a flexible
support medium, under a general earthquake input has been introduced in
this study. The model describes the motion of the body by tracking the
displacements of the center of mass CH of the prism H: xC , yC and zC , and
the sequential Euler rotations ψ, θ, φ, φwi and θwi , with i = 1, ..., nw. The
equations of motion were derived analytically, with no simplifications on the
nonlinear terms, following the Lagrange’s equation of motion. Uplift, sliding
and rolling are taken into account with appropriate models that simulate the
vertical and horizontal reactions of the support medium.
The response of a body having the typical dimensions of a medical elec-
trical device was studied for two different cases of input. In the first case
an actual record was used from the Chi Chi earthquake, while in the second
case sinusoidal pulses of exactly one cycle along different horizontal direc-
tions were used. In both cases, it was shown that the response of the body is
affected significantly by a function related to the every day use of the objects,
such as the choice of the user of the device to activate the brakes on one or
more wheels.
As can be seen in section 5.7.1, not activating any of the brakes results in
large displacements during an earthquake, which is potentially undesirable as
the chance of the body colliding with other objects increases. The activation
of the brakes on one or more wheels reduces the displacements, but on the
other hand favors the rocking response of the body increasing the risk of
the body overturning. For the particular object examined, it was shown
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that the different scenarios of activated brakes may dramatically change the
response by favoring either large displacements, twist or rocking response of
the body. Moreover as seen in section 4.5.2, the stability of the body for a
given configuration of locked wheels, depends on the characteristics and the
direction of the input pulse.
Therefore, it can be stated that the optimal pattern of activated brakes
depends on the earthquake excitation, which of is course not known a priori.
Thus, a semi active control system, that would lock the rotation of a wheel
when the displacements need to be reduced and release it when the rocking
angles would need to be reduced, is something worth considering for such
systems.
Finally, it should be noted that the way the dynamic equations of motion
and the proposed contact models were derived, allows the investigation of
more generalized cases of non symmetric bodies with wheels, with no restric-
tions on the number, position or size of the wheels and rigid links, which
together with the investigation of the parameters of the problem that may
lead to chaotic or transient chaotic behavior, are going to be the subject of
investigation of future work.
4.7 Appendix
The process of going from equation (4.18) to equation (4.34) is presented




appearing in equations (4.26)
and (4.27) are developed, separating the acceleration terms q¨ from the rest
of the terms q,q˙ whenever appropriate.
∂[vBi]
∂q˙j

























([R]Φλ), for qj ∈ Φ
(4.54)


































































































































where the symbol [d]× is the cross product matrix of row vector [d] =
[d1, d2, d3], that has the property: [d× a] = [a] [d]×, ([a] is another row
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Separating the acceleration terms q¨ from the rest of the terms q,q˙, equation
























































The derivatives of [RBiωBi] appearing in equations (4.26), (4.27) will now




































































































































































qj ∈ [xC , yC , zC ]. The term ddt [RlλBi ] is evaluated from equation (4.57) with
l = lλBi . Equation (4.27) can now be rewritten so that the acceleration terms


























































































































into the form [Mqj ]q¨
where [Mqj ] is a row matrix with the coefficients of the acceleration terms































where [I]k is 5*lk matrix whose element in row p and column r is δpr, [Λ]k is
a matrix with size lk*3 whose row p is the row vector [rk] [dp]× and [Γ]Bi is
a matrix with size lλBi*3 whose row p is the row vector [dp] [RlλBi ]
T .








= [MBix ]qj [x¨C , y¨C , z¨C ]

















The terms [MBix ]qj and [M
Bi
Φ ]qj contribute to the row of matrix [M ] in
equation (4.25) corresponding to qj. Finally all the terms appearing in equa-
tion (4.34) have been defined.
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Part II
Exact Shape Functions For
Multiple Jointed Elastic Beams
153
Chapter 5
Modeling Of Very Large
Interacting Multiple-Beam
Systems With An Application
To Suspension Bridge Cables
The work in this chapter was done in collaboration with Professor George
Deodatis.
5.1 Introduction
The idea of modeling the contact forces between two bodies with springs
is very old. However, the development of the Discrete Element Method by
Cundall in [1971] gave a new boost to the implementation of this simple idea
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to a great number of engineering problems. One of these problems is the
simulation of the behavior of multiple parallel beams in contact. When the
contact forces are modeled by springs, the arising system is called a multiple-
beam system.
The most common case of multiple-beam systems is the double-beam
system, i.e. two parallel beams connected with distributed springs. The
dynamic response of this system has been modeled extensively in literature
([49], [1], [59], [36], [28]). However, when the number of the beams increases
and the springs have different orientations, even the static response of the
system becomes a non-trivial problem.
The idea of transforming the variables of the problem to decouple the
differential equations was presented in [59] for a double-beam system and in
[49] for defining the normal modes of vibration of multiple beams connected
in a specific way. This transformation however, is not that obvious for the
case of multiple beams connected in a general way. On the other hand, the
method of eigen-value decomposition, more commonly used in engineering
for differential equations with respect to time, may be utilized to decouple
such a system of differential equations.
Moreover, for problems that are described by ordinary differential equa-
tions whose homogeneous solutions exist in analytical form, it is feasible to
construct exact shape functions (i.e. shape functions that correspond to the
homogeneous solution of the problem). A consequence of using such shape
functions is that the stiffness matrix and equivalent loads derived with such
shape functions are ‘exact’. The term ‘exact’ is used here in the sense that
the displacements occurring at the defined nodes of a FEM model that uses
these shape functions, are indeed the solutions prescribed by the differen-
tial equation of the problem, regardless of the discretization of the domain.
As a result, the accuracy of a FEM model using ‘exact’ shape functions is
independent of the size of the elements, which leads to a reduction of the
calculational effort.
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Perhaps the most common cases of exact shape functions are the cubic
Hermitian shape functions used for the Bernoulli-Euler beam equations and
the linear shape functions used for truss elements. Exact shape functions
have been established for the case of a beam on elastic foundation, B.O.E.F.,
in [13]. Razaqpur in [1986] presented shape functions for B.O.E.F. under
compressive axial loads and Sirosh et al. in [1989] suggested a method to
derive exact shape functions for the combination of an elastic foundation of
zero or positive stiffness and an axial load of arbitrary value. Exact shape
functions have been proposed for many other problems such as the non-
uniform torsion of open-section beams in [33] and the distortion of thinwalled
closed-section beams in [41].
In this chapter, the static lateral deflections of linear multiple-beam sys-
tems are examined. The system consists of N parallel beams connected with
springs perpendicular to the beams, without any restrictions on the connec-
tivity of the beams. Two different cases are examined. In the first, different
beams can have different moments of inertia around the y and z axes, while
in the second case all beams must have the same moment of inertia around
the y and z axes and an axial tensile load P is applied on each beam. The
coupled system of differential equations is formed in both cases. Then by
using the eigen-value decomposition method, the coupled system is trans-
formed into a set of uncoupled differential equations for which exact shape
functions can be constructed.
The process of constructing exact shape functions and the corresponding
stiffness matrices and equivalent loads is also presented for the two cases
examined. A method to evaluate the displacements and rotations between
the nodes of a finite element using the exact shape functions is provided.
The resulting solutions are transformed back to the original variables of the
problem and thus the solutions of the multiple-beam system are determined.
The examples considered demonstrate that the method does indeed retain
the ‘exact’ character of the shape functions, i.e. the obtained solutions are
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independent of the size of the finite elements used. Finally, some interesting
properties of these systems are highlighted.
The efficiency of the proposed method becomes of paramount importance
in problems where the number of beams is so large that the direct solution of
the system of coupled differential equations with numerical methods would
lead to memory requirements that could be satisfied only by a supercomputer.
Such a problem is the characterization of the pressure loads in the main cable
of a suspension bridge, that contains thousands of wires, a problem that can
be efficiently solved with the proposed method using a computer having a
modest amount of memory.
5.2 Exact Shape Functions
The following procedure is followed to construct the exact shape functions
from the homogeneous solution of an ordinary differential equation. Let
D(x) be a differential equation of function p(x), x ∈ [0, L], and consider its




1 ∗ C1(x) + a′2 ∗ C2(x) + ...+ a′n ∗ Cn(x)









where Cj(x) j = 1, ..., n are the n independent homogeneous solutions of
the differential equation, i.e. the basis functions, and a′j, j = 1, ..., n, are
constants that depend on the boundary conditions.
Focusing on a sub-region of the problem, that is element e, from x = x1
to x = x2, x2 − x1 = Le the auxiliary variable x˜: x˜ = x − x1 is defined.
Consequently, x˜ = 0 when x = x1 and x˜ = Le when x = x2. Rewriting
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equation (5.1) as a function of x˜ the following is obtained:
ph(x˜) = [C1(x˜), C2(x˜), ..., Cn(x˜)][a1, a2, ..., an]
T ≡ [C][a]T (5.2)
where only the constants and not the basis functions are affected by this
transformation of variables.
In the current work, the ordinary differential equations are of fourth order;
thus n = 4 in equations (5.1) and (5.2). Let the value of ph(x˜) and its
derivative dph(x˜)
dx˜
be known at both ends of the element: x˜ = 0 and x˜ = Le.






















Finally, using (5.3) in (5.2), the following expression is obtained:











where [N ] is the shape functions row vector defined as:
[N ] = [C][H]−1 (5.5)
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5.3 Evaluating the displacements and rota-
tions within an element.
One may often be interested in evaluating p(x˜) for some x˜ ∈ [0, Le]. If no
load is applied within element e, i.e. at a position x˜f ∈ (0, Le), then the
homogeneous solution ph(x˜) of the differential equation within element e is
matching the total solution p(x˜). However, if a distributed load fp(x˜) is
applied from x˜ = 0 to x˜ = Le, then the total solution of D(x) within the
particular element e is the sum of the homogeneous solution ph(x˜) and the
particular solution pp(x˜) of D(x), within element e:
p(x˜) = ph(x˜) + pp(x˜) (5.6)
Using equation (5.6) in equation (5.4) leads to:

























Finally, equation (5.6) can be rewritten as:






































In this chapter, p(x˜) and dp(x˜)
dx˜
correspond to a displacement and the
corresponding rotation respectively. Thus, one can use equations (5.9) and
(5.10) to determine the displacements and rotations within an element.
5.4 Galerkin Formulation







+O3 p(x) = fp(x) (5.11)
where O1, O2, O3 are constants depending on the problem. If q(x) is a






















































































































where nel is the number of elements in the discretization of the problem, Le











The shape functions [N ] defined in equation (5.5) are used to approxi-
mate functions p(x˜) and q(x˜): p(x˜) = [N ]e{d}e, q(x˜) = [N ]e{q}e where {d}e
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has been defined in equation (5.8) and {q}e has a corresponding definition.
It should be noted that in order to construct the exact stiffness matrix and
equivalent loads, the shape functions corresponding to the homogeneous so-
lution are used. Consequently, the shape functions used to construct these
matrices do not depend on the loading. This is widely used in all exact




[N ]e, [Nx˜x˜]e =
d2
dx˜2







equation (5.12) can be written as:
nel∑
e=1
{q}Te ([K]e {d}e − {f}e) = 0 (5.15)
where
[K]e = [KO1 ]e − [KO2 ]e + [KO3 ]e (5.16)































































































Finally, the total stiffness matrix [K] and the total force vector {f} are
assembled from the [K]e’s and {f}e’s respectively. The nodal displacements
and rotations {d} are obtained after solving the system:
[K] {d} = {f} (5.21)
5.5 Examples of differential equations
In this section, some examples of differential equations of interest are pro-
vided. It is assumed for simplcity that the beams are bisymmetric and the
loads act on the centerline. Each differential equation is defined through the
constants O1 , O2 , O3 in equation (5.11). For each case, the homogeneous
basis is given and thus the shape functions, stiffness matrix and equivalent
loads at the element level can be defined by equations (5.5), (5.16) and (5.17),
respectively. Moreover, the particular solutions are also provided in case one
wants to evaluate displacements or rotations within an element using equa-
tions (5.9) and (5.10). For the following four subsections, Fig. 5.1 will be













Figure 5.1: Configuration of beam element on elastic foundation under tensile
axial load P .
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5.5.1 Beam Element
The case of a beam can be described by Fig. 5.1 after setting P = ky =
kz = 0. The behavior of a beam according to the Euler-Bernoulli theory [57]
is governed by the following differential equations for the lateral deflections








where E is the modulus of elasticity, and Iy, Iz are the moments of inertia
with respect to the y and z axes (refer to Fig. 5.1).
Constants O1 to O3 are now defined for each of the differential equations
in (5.22). For Dbw : O1 = EIz, O2 = O3 = 0, p(x) = w(x), fp(x) = fy(x) and
for Dbv : O1 = EIy, O2 = O3 = 0, p(x) = v(x), fp(x) = fz(x).
For both of the differential equations in (5.22), the basis of the homoge-
neous solution and its first derivative are:




= [0, 1, 2 x˜, 3 x˜2] (5.23)
The particular solution of the differential equation for a uniformly distributed





, where EI stands for EIz or EIy for Dbw and Dbv respectively.
The DOFs at the nodes of an element for both problems are shown in
Fig. 5.2. As defined in equation (5.3), the rotational degree of freedom at the
node of an element is equal to the derivative of the DOF for the displacement.
This convention for the DOFs will be used throughout this work.
The resulting shape functions (which are known as cubic Hermitian shape


















Figure 5.2: DOFs for the finite elements corresponding to Dbw and Dbv .
ature ([67], [4]).
5.5.2 Beam Element on Elastic Foundation
Consider now that the beam described in the previous section is placed on
an elastic foundation that can be described by springs along the z and y
directions with stiffnesses kz and ky respectively. This case can be described
by Fig. 5.1 after setting P = 0.








+ kz v(x) = fz(x)
(5.24)
Constants O1 to O3 are determined next. For Debw : O1 = EIz, O2 = 0,
O3 = ky, p(x) = w(x), fp(x) = fy(x) and for Debv : O1 = EIy, O2 = 0,
O3 = kz, p(x) = v(x), fp(x) = fz(x).
The homogeneous basis and its first derivative have the same form for
both differential equations in (5.24):
[C]eb = [e
ak x˜ cos(ak x˜), e
ak x˜ sin(ak x˜), e




= [− sin (ak x˜) ak eak x˜ + cos (ak x˜) ak eak x˜, cos (ak x˜) ak eak x˜
+ sin (ak x˜) ak e
ak x˜,− sin (ak x˜) ak e−ak x˜ − cos (ak x˜) ak












for Debv . The particular solu-
tions for a uniformly distributed load fq are pp(x˜) = fq/ky and pp(x) = fq/kz
for Debw and Debv , respectively. The derivatives of the particular solutions
are equal to zero.
5.5.3 Beam Element Under Tensile Axial Load
Consider now the beam described in the section ‘Beam Element’ subjected
to an external tensile axial load P , a case that can be described by Fig. 5.1,
















The constants for equation (5.11) now become: for Dtbw : O1 = EIz,
O2 = −P ,O3 = 0, p(x) = w(x), fp(x) = fy(x) and for Dtbv : O1 = EIy,
O2 = −P ,O3 = 0, p(x) = v(x), fp(x) = fz(x).
The homogeneous basis and its first derivative are given by:
[C]tb =
[





0, 1, s1 e











for Dtbv . The particular solution
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for a uniformly distributed load fq is pp(x˜) = −fq/(2P )x˜2, for both Dtbw and
Dtbv . Its first derivative is
dpp(x˜)
dx˜
= −fq x˜/(P ).
5.5.4 Beam Element on Elastic Foundation Under Ten-
sile Axial Load
Combining finally the cases examined in the previous two section yields the














) + kz v(x) = fz(x)
(5.29)
The constants for equation (5.11) become: for Dtbw : O1 = EIz, O2 =
−P ,O3 = ky, p(x) = w(x), fp(x) = fy(x) and for Dtbv : O1 = EIy, O2 =
−P ,O3 = kz, p(x) = v(x), fp(x) = fz(x).
When P 2 ≥ 4 kj EIi, (i, j ∈ [y, z] and j 6= i), the homogeneous basis and
its first derivative become:
[C]teb =
[







s3 x˜,−s3 e−s3 x˜, s4 es4 x˜,−s4 e−s4 x˜
] (5.30)
















2 − 4 kjEIi .





ep1 x˜ cos (q1 x˜) , e
p1 x˜ sin (q1 x˜) , e





p1 x˜ cos (q1 x˜)− ep1 x˜ sin (q1 x˜) q1
, p1 e
p1 x˜ sin (q1 x˜) + e
p1 x˜ cos (q1 x˜) q1
,−p1 e−p1 x˜ cos (q1 x˜)− e−p1 x˜ sin (q1 x˜) q1



















The particular solution for a uniformly distributed load fq is pp(x˜) = fq/ky
and pp(x˜) = fq/kz for Dtebw and Dtebv , respectively. The derivative of the
particular solution is obviously equal to zero.
It should be noted that the exponential form of the homogeneous basis of
a beam on a Winkler foundation under axial load was acknowledged in [53],
but without explicitly providing the basis functions for each case.
5.6 Eigenvalue decomposition
Let Π be a system of 2N coupled differential equations of the functions Gi(x),
i = 1, ..., 2N of the form:
Π : o1 [Γ1]
d4
dx4
{G(x)}+ o3 [K] {G(x)} = {F (x)} (5.32)
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where o1 and o3 are constants, [K] is a 2N ×2N symmetric positive semidef-
inite matrix, [Γ1] is a 2N ×2N diagonal positive definite matrix, and {G(x)}
and {F (x)} are vectors of length 2N . The boundary conditions are defined
at positions x = xl and x = xr:
{G(xb)} = {0} or d
3
dx3
{G(x)} |x=xb = {0}
d
dx
{G(x)} |x=xb = {0} or
d2
dx2
{G(x)} |x=xb = {0}
(5.33)
where xb is one of xl or xr.
The eigenvalues λi and the corresponding eigenvectors {ψi} of the gener-
alized eigenvalue problem are defined as:
[K] {ψi} = λi[Γ1] {ψi} (5.34)










[Ψ] = [{ψ1} {ψ2} ... {ψ2N}] (5.36)
A new 2N × 1 vector of functions {Θ(x)} is introduced such that:
{G(x)} = [Ψ] {Θ(x)} (5.37)
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Premultiplying equation (5.32) by [Ψ]T and using equation (5.37) yields:




{Θ(x)}+ o3 [Ψ]T [K][Ψ] {Θ(x)} = [Ψ]T {F (x)}
(5.39)
Finally, equation (5.39) can be written as:








{Θ(x)}+ o3 [Λ][Γ3] {Θ(x)} = [Ψ]T {F (x)}
(5.40)
where [Γ3] = [Ψ]
T [Γ1][Ψ] is a diagonal matrix.
In the final form (equation (5.40)), matrices [Γ3] and [Λ] are diagonal
and thus the system of differential equations Π with respect to the vector
of functions {Θ(x)} is uncoupled, i.e. the typical differential equation with







k(x) = FΘk(x) (5.41)
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with boundary conditions:







{G(x)} |x=xb = {0} →
d
dx





whereOk1 = o1 {ψk}T [Γ1] {ψk}, Ok3 = o3 λk{ψk}T [Γ1]{ψk}, FΘk(x) = {ψk}T {F (x)},
and xb is again one of xl or xr.
Furthermore, the following special form of a coupled system of 2N differ-
ential equations will be examined:
Π : o1 [I]
d4
dx4
{G(x)}+ o2 [I] d
4
dx4
{G(x)}+ o3 [K] {G(x)} = {F (x)} (5.43)
where [I] is the identity matrix and the other quantities are defined as in
equation (5.32).
The eigenvalues ξi and eigenvectors {φi} define the eigenvalue problem:
[K] {φi} = ξi {φi} (5.44)
with [Ξ] being the eigenvalue matrix and [Φ] the eigenvector matrix with
definitions analogous to those in equations (5.35) and (5.36).
If the eigenvectors are scaled so that {φi}T {φi} = 1, equation (5.43) can
be rewritten as:
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Π : o1 {Φ}T [I] d
4
dx4








{Z(x)}+ o2 [I] d
4
dx4
{Z(x)}+ o3 [Ξ] {Z(x)} = {Φ}T {F (x)}
(5.45)
where:
{G(x)} = [Φ] {Z(x)} (5.46)
is a relation analogous to that in equation (5.37). Differentiating equation







Again, the final system of differential equations in equation (5.45) is un-
coupled with respect to the functions {Z(x)} and equation k of this uncou-











k(x) = FZk(x) (5.48)
where Ok1 = o1, O
k
2 = o2, O
k
3 = ξk o3 and FZk(x) = {φk}T {F (x)}.
The boundary conditions are defined by replacing Θk(x) with Zk(x) in
equation (5.42). Both equations (5.41) and (5.48) are of the form displayed
in equation (5.11). Consequently, the two initial systems of 2N coupled dif-
ferential equations shown in (5.32) and (5.45) have been transformed into
two uncoupled sets of 2N uncoupled differential equations shown in (5.41)
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and (5.48). For each of such uncoupled differential equation, it is then
possible to establish exact shape functions, stiffness matrices and equiva-
lent loads as described earlier, leading to either [KΘk ] {Θ}k = {FΘk} or











, ..., Zk2N ,
dZk2N
dx
]. It should be pointed out that the finite element mesh
for all of equations (5.41) or (5.48) needs to be common along the longitudi-






, need to be defined
at the same position x = xi, ∀k.














) respectively at any location x. Finally, equations
(5.37) and (5.46) are used to determine {G(x)} from {Θ(x)} and {Z(x)}







5.6.1 Examples of systems of coupled differential equa-
tions
In the following, physical systems that can be described by systems of coupled
differential equations of the form in equations (5.32) and (5.43) are presented.
Again, it is assumed for simplcity that the beams are bisymmetric and the
loads act on the centerline. The following Fig. 5.3 will be used as a reference
in the following subsections ‘Lateral deflections of elastically connected mul-
tiple beam systems’ and ‘Lateral deflections of elastically connected multiple












Figure 5.3: Two of the beams (denoted by i and j) of the multiple-beam
system subjected to a common axial force P and their connection through
distributed elastic springs of stiffness kij. It should be noted that the springs
kij are parallel to the plane yz.
5.6.1.1 Lateral deflections of elastically connected multiple beam
systems
Consider a system of N elastic beams, where any two beams i and j may be
connected with distributed elastic springs of stiffness kij perpendicular to the
beams, as can be seen in Fig. 5.3 by setting P = 0. The distributed springs
between the two beams i and j result in distributed forces Rij shown in Fig.
5.4. Keeping in mind that such springs and corresponding forces can exist
between any number of pairs of beams, the differential equations describing
























where l is either beam i or j, m ∈ [i, j], i 6= j, the summation with respect
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to k is carried out over all the beams with which beam l is connected (in
addition to beam j), Rji = −Rij, Rijz = Rij cos(θij), Rijy = Rij sin(θij), θij is
the angle between the vector from the center of beam i to the center of beam


















Figure 5.4: Distributed forces resulting from the presence of distributed









[vi, wi, vj, wj]T
(5.50)





















cos2(θij) cos(θij) sin(θij) − cos2(θij) − cos(θij) sin(θij)
cos(θij) sin(θij) sin2(θij) −cos(θij) sin(θij) − sin2(θij)
− cos2(θij) − cos(θij) sin(θij) cos2(θij) cos(θij) sin(θij)




Consequently, the system of differential equations that describes the prob-




{G(x)}+ [Ks] {G(x)} = {F (x)} (5.53)
where {G(x)} = [v1(x), w1(x), ..., vN(x), wN(x)]T , [ΓEI ] is a positive diagonal
matrix with diagonal [EI1y , EI
1




z ] and [Ks] is a full matrix in
general that is assembled from the [Kij] matrices. The coupled system of
differential equation (5.53) is of the form of equation (5.32), with o1 = o3 = 1,
[Γ1] = [ΓEI ] and [K] = [Ks].
Matrix [Ks] is positive semidefinite, a typical property of stiffness matri-
ces that result from springs. Consequently, the eigenvalues of the system, λk,
can be positive or zero. Note that when λk = 0, the resulting equation DΘk
(obtained using the approach described in the section ‘Eigenvalue decompo-
sition’) has the form in equation (5.22), while when λk > 0 has the form in
equation (5.24).
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5.6.1.2 Lateral deflections of elastically connected multiple beams
under a common tensile axial force.
When all the beams in the previous section have the same stiffness: EI1y =
EI1z = ... = EI
N
z = EI and are subjected to a common axial tensile force P ,
as shown for two representative beams i and j in Fig. 5.3, the coupled system




{G(x)}+ P [I] d
2
dx2
{G(x)}+ [Ks] {G(x)} = {F (x)} (5.54)
The above system is of the form in equation (5.43), with o1 = EI, o2 = P ,
o3 = 1 and [K] = [Ks]. It should be noted that when ξk = 0, the resulting
equation DZk (obtained using the approach described in section ‘Eigenvalue
decomposition’) has the form in equation (5.27), while when ξk > 0 has the
form in equation (5.29).
5.7 Examples
5.7.1 Example 1: The exact nature of the shape func-
tions
In this example, a system of N = 7 parallel beams connected with distributed
elastic springs under a variety of external loads is examined. Each beam j
has length L = 2m, modulus of elasticity E, moments of inertia Ijy and I
j
z
around the y and z axis respectively, and is fixed at its two ends x = 0 and
x = L, as can be seen in Fig. 5.5(a). The position of the center of mass of
each of the beams in the yz plane and of the elastic springs connecting the
beams are shown in Fig. 5.5(b). As indicated in Fig. 5.5(b), each beam is
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connected with a spring of stiffness kw only with its immediate neighbors in
































































(b) Cross sectional view
Figure 5.5: System of seven beams connected with distributed springs. It
should be noted that both the springs and the externally applied forces are
parallel to the yz plane.
The externally applied loads consist of: the distributed in the x direc-
tion loads F k1 (x) and F
k
3 (x), k = 2, ..., 7 applied over the intervals x =
[L/16, 3L/16] and x = [0.625L, 0.875L] respectively and the concentrated
loads F k2 , k = 2, ..., 7, applied at x = L/2. The projection of all these forces
on the yz plane is shown in Fig. 5.5(b). The magnitude of the loads F k1 (x),
F k2 (x) and F
k
3 (x) are 8/L KN/m, 1 KN and 4/L KN/m respectively.
The case where E = 200 × 106 KPa, Ijy = Ijz = 1/12 × (0.1)4 m4,
j = 1, 2, ..., 7 and kw = 7 × 105KN/m/m is examined first. The beam is
discretized in the beginning so that the minimum possible number of nodes is
defined. This means that nodes are defined only at locations where: a bound-
ary condition exists, a concentrated load is applied, or a distributed load
either starts or ends. These nodes are at: x = [0 , L/16, 3L/16, L/2, 5L/8,
7L/8, L]. The nodal displacements of the seven beams w and v along the
directions y and z are computed using the method described in the section
‘Eigenvalue decomposition’. The analysis is then repeated for a finer dis-
cretization of the x domain, with nodes defined every L/64.
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Figure 5.6: Displacements w and v for beam 1 in Example 1. The nodal
values of w and v are shown with squares and circles respectively for the
crude mesh and with plus signs and solid dots respectively for the fine mesh.
The lines correspond to the solutions obtained from estimating the displace-
ments in the interior of the elements of the crude mesh using the exact shape
functions.
The resulting nodal displacements for the crude and the fine meshes are
displayed in Fig. 5.6 for a representative beam (Beam 1). Results are very
similar for the other six beams but are not plotted to preserve clarity. As
can be seen in Fig. 5.6, the values of w and v at the common nodes of
the crude and fine meshes are identical, as expected from the use of exact
shape functions. Consequently, the crude mesh can be used to reduce the
calculational cost without any loss of accuracy and if w and v are needed at
some location in between nodes, then the exact shape functions can be used
to compute them. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.6 where the values of w
and v are estimated and plotted at equal intervals of x = L/128 (depicted
by lines) using the nodal values of the crude mesh and equation (5.9). As
can be clearly seen, these lines pass exactly through the corresponding nodal
solutions of the fine mesh.
The force Fspringl of spring l connecting beams i and j is examined next.
Fspringl is equal to R
ij defined in equation (5.50) with Fspringl > 0 denoting
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compression and Fspringl < 0 tension. Fig. 5.7(a) displays these distributed
spring forces where the solutions obtained from estimating the displacements
in the interior of the elements of the crude mesh using the exact shape func-
tions are noted by continuous lines and the solutions obtained at the nodes
of the fine mesh are denoted by dots. It is observed again that the solutions
evaluated with the exact shape functions in the interior of the elements of
the crude mesh pass exactly through the corresponding nodal solutions of
the fine mesh.































(a) Exact shape functions





























(b) Classical beam shape functions
Figure 5.7: Distribution of spring forces along x. Compressive forces are
considered positive. Solutions at the nodes using the fine mesh are denoted
by dots, while solutions obtained in the interior of the elements of the crude
mesh using the exact shape functions in (a) and the cubic Hermitian (non-
exact) shape functions in (b) are denoted by continuous lines.
The computation of the distributed spring forces is now repeated using
cubic Hermitian (non-exact) shape functions instead of exact shape functions
to construct the stiffness matrices, determine the equivalent loads and inter-
polate between the nodes. These non-exact shape functions are used both
for the fine mesh and the estimation of the displacements in the interior of
the elements of the crude mesh. Results are displayed in Fig. 5.7(b) where
it is immediately obvious that the solutions obtained using the non-exact
beam shape functions are dependent on the level of discretization. Compar-
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ing Figures 5.7(b) and 5.7(a), it can be seen that the solutions obtained using
the non-exact shape functions and the fine mesh approximate the solutions
obtained using the exact shape functions. On the other hand, the solutions
obtained using the non-exact shape functions using the crude mesh and esti-
mating the displacements in the interior of the elements have not converged
to the solution. However, the decision of how fine this discretization should
be depends on the parameters of the problem and especially on kw, EI and L.
In particular, the required number of elements increases as the ratio kw/EI
increases. Consequently, when using non-exact shape functions, not only the
number of nodes necessary to approximate the exact solution is significantly
increased, but also increasingly finer discretizations should be compared to
ensure convergence to the exact solution. Both of these problems are auto-
matically addressed using the exact shape functions. This is why from now
on, only the exact shape functions will be considered for each case.
The case where the stiffnesses EIjy and EI
j
z are not the same for the
seven beams, will now be examined. In this case, E = 200 × 106 KPa,
I = 1/12× (0.1)4 m4 and the diagonal of matrix [ΓEI ] is:
EI[0.2607, 0.8178, 0.0225, 0.5944, 0.3127, 0.4253, 0.1788, 0.1615, 0.0942,
0.4229, 0.4709, 0.5985, 0.6999, 0.6959]
while the rest of the parameters of this case are the same as those used for
the example of Fig. 5.7(a). Results are provided in Fig. 5.8(a) where the
exactness of the shape functions is validated.
Finally, the case where [ΓEI ] = EI [I] and an axial force P = 70, 000KN
is applied on each beam is examined. The rest of the parameters of this
case are the same as those used for the example of Fig. 5.7(a). Results
are provided in Fig. 5.8(b) where the exact nature of the proposed shape
functions is validated again.
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Figure 5.8: Distribution of spring forces along x for the cases: (a) [ΓEI ] 6=
EI [I], and (b) [ΓEI ] = EI [I] and an axial tensile force P = 70, 000 KN is
applied on each beam. Continuous lines and dots have the same meaning as
in Fig. 5.7(a).
It is therefore concluded that using the proposed method involving the
exact shape functions, it is indeed possible to use the minimum number of
elements to discretize the problem along the x direction, since convergence
does not depend on the number or size of the elements.
5.7.2 Example 2: The effects of external pressure loads
For this example, the structure of the parallel beams on the yz plane is as
follows: the beams are placed in such a way so that each beam i is surrounded
by six beams j; j = 1, 2, ..., 6, which are placed at a distance d from the center
of i at angles: θij = 0, pi/3, 2pi/3, pi, 4pi/3 and 5 pi/3, where θij is defined
counterclockwise from the z axis. The first beam is placed at the center of
the cross section [y, z] = [0, 0]. Beams are then added so that the number
of beams along the z axis becomes Nz. The criterion for whether to add a
beam or not is the following: a circle of diameter d is drawn for a candidate
beam having as center the center of the beam. If this circle doesn’t fit within
the circle with center at [y = 0, z = 0] and diameter Nz d, then the candidate
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beam is not added. If it fits, then the candidate beam is added. A beam
is identified as an external beam, if it is not surrounded by six beams. The
number of external beams Ne and the total number of beams N can be
determined from Nz. For example, for Nz = 3, the method results in N = 7
and Ne = 6 which is the the parallel beam system considered in the example
in section 5.7.1.
Each beam is connected with springs of stiffness kw with its six immediate
neighbors in the θij directions defined above. Making the assumption that
the physical length of the springs is also d, the value of parameter d doesn’t
appear in the LHS of the differential equations describing the problem. It
will be assumed here that d = 0.01 m.
All beams are fixed at the two ends x = 0 and x = L. The externally
applied load is uniformly distributed in the x direction from x = L/2−∆L/2
up to x = L/2 + ∆L/2. The forces on the yz plane have the form of an
external uniformly distributed radial pressure load, i.e. in each of the external
beams whose center C is located at r˜ = [yC , zC ], the external applied radial
pressure load is: f˜ = − r‖˜r˜‖ pi (Ny) d4Ne∆L .The distributed spring forces Fspringl are the most interesting response
quantities of this system and their behavior will be examined in some detail
in the following. It is reminded that compressive spring forces are considered
positive, while tensile spring forces negative.
Fig. 5.9 displays the computed distributed spring forces at the midsection
x = L/2 for six different cases of total number of beams. The parameters of
the problem are chosen to be: L = 2m, E = 200GPa, I = pi(0.01)4/64m4,
[ΓEI ] = EI [I], kw = 70, 000KN/m and ∆L = 0.2m. The magnitude of the
spring forces is depicted by different colors as indicated on the colorbar of
each subfigure. Moreover, to ease the distinction between forces of different
magnitudes, the line width increases in Fig. 5.9 as the magnitude of the
force increases. The numerical values of the maximum and minimum spring
forces are given on the colorbar of each subfigure. Note that only compressive
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spring forces appear at x = L/2. Fig. 5.9 also indicates that the maximum
and minimum forces tend to appear in the vicinity of the perimeter, while an
area with springs that are almost equally stressed appears near the center of
the system.






































































































Figure 5.9: Spring forces at x = L/2, for six different cases of total number
of beams.
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The case involving the 91 beams in Fig. 5.9 will now be examined for a set
of different values for the stiffness of the springs kw. In this case, L = 4m,
E = 200GPa, I = pi(0.01)4/64m4, [ΓEI ] = EI [I] and ∆L = 0.2m. For
each value of kw considered, the spring l with the maximum Fspringl |x=L/2 is
selected and its force distribution along the x axis is plotted in Fig. 5.10.
As can be seen in this figure, the maximum value of the distributed spring
force occurs at x = L/2 and increases as kw increases, until it reaches a
constant value for a sufficiently large kw. In general, the spring forces decay
as one moves away from the region of application of the load. This decay is
more rapid as the value of kw increases. For large enough values of kw/(EI),
the distributed spring forces are practically non-zero only over the area of
application of the external pressure loads and a very small area around it.































Figure 5.10: Spring force distribution along the x axis for the spring with
the maximum stress at x = L/2 for different values of kw.
An axial tensile force P is now introduced in the case examined in Fig.
5.10. If each beam is assumed to have a circular cross-section with diameter
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are provided in Fig. 5.11 where it can be seen that an increase in the value of
σ yields a reduction in the spring forces. This effect is however rather minor
and is further reduced as kw increases. In fact, for a large value of kw, such
as kw = 10
6 KN/m, the spring force distribution seems to be independent
of the value of P (or equivalently σ).










































(a) σ = 500 MPa










































(b) σ = 1000 MPa










































(c) σ = 1500 MPa
Figure 5.11: Spring force distribution along the x axis for the spring with the
maximum stress at x = L/2 for different values of kw and P ( or equivalently
σ).
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Finally, different values are introduced for the diagonal elements of [ΓEI ]
in the case examined in Fig. 5.10 (with P = 0). Specifically, three different
samples are considered for the diagonal elements of [ΓEI ] that are displayed in
Fig. 5.12 after being normalized by EI (E = 200 GPa, I = pi(0.01)4/64m4).
Each sample has 91× 2 = 182 components. The envelopes of the distributed
spring forces along the x axis are plotted in Fig. 5.13 for each one of the three
samples. Specifically, the maximum (maximum compressive) and minimum
(maximum tensile) spring forces are provided. Results are shown for different
values of kw. As can be seen in Fig. 5.13, different samples of diagonal
elements of [ΓEI ] have a significant effect on the computed envelope of spring
forces when kw = 7 KN/m, while this effect essentially disappears when
kw = 7 × 106 KN/m. From a practical point of view, the envelope of the
spring forces, and also the spring forces themselves, become independent of
the specific values of the diagonal elements of [ΓEI ] for large values of kw (in
this case for kw larger than 10
6 KN/m).























Figure 5.12: Three samples of normalized diagonal values of [ΓEI ].
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(a) kw = 7 KN/m
























(b) kw = 710
6 KN/m
Figure 5.13: Envelopes of distributed spring forces for each of the three
samples shown in Fig. 5.12 and for two different values of kw.
5.7.3 Example 3: The effects of external pressure loads
on the main cable of a suspension bridge.
For this example, the system examined is representative of an actual bridge
main cable consisting of 9061 wires. Each wire is modeled as a beam and the
interactions between the wires are modeled by distributed springs of stiffness
kw = 7 · 107 KN/m. This stiffness corresponds to the natural compliance of
two steel wires in the direction parallel to the plane yz passing through their
centers and was computed using 3d brick finite elements. Each wire has a
diameter d = 4.83mm with moments of inertia: Iy = Iz = pi(0.00483)
4/64
m4. The modulus of elasticity of the wires is E = 200GPa. The structure
of the parallel beams on the yz plane is the same as in the previous example
in section 5.7.2 with: Nz = 101, Ne = 330 and N = 9061. The frictional
interactions between the wires are not taken into account in this analysis.
All beams are fixed at the two ends x = 0 and x = L. The occurring cross
section can be seen in Fig. 5.14(b).














Figure 5.14: Spring forces for the case of the main cable of a suspension
bridge
pressure load uniformly distributed over a length ∆L, i.e. in each of the
external beams whose center C is located at r˜ = [yC , zC ], the external applied
radial pressure load is: f˜ = − r‖˜r˜‖ piD4Ne∆L , where ∆L = 0.2 m. This loadcorresponds to a typical clamp with length ∆L = 0.2m, applying external
pressure on the main cable. A length L = 2m of the main cable around the
clamp is considered, as can be seen in Fig. 5.14(a). The computed spring
forces are shown in Fig. 5.15.
An important observation in Fig. 5.15(b) is that the tensile (negative)
spring forces have a very small magnitude and appear only over a very small
length. This is important because the proposed method makes the assump-
tion of linear springs modeling the contact forces between the wires (that can
develop compressive as well as tensile forces), while for this problem the con-
tact forces can only be compressive. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5.15(b),
the simplifying assumption of using linear springs results in very small tensile
forces that can be disregarded.
Another interesting characteristic of this system is the independence of










(a) Spring forces at the midspan
section x = 1m (D = 48.8 cm)
























(b) Spring force distribution along
the x axis for the spring with the
maximum force at x = 1m and for
the spring with the minimum force
at x = 1m.
Figure 5.15: Spring forces for the case of the main cable of a suspension
bridge
analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 5.16, the spring forces do not change as
one considers the length of the cable L to be 2, 4 and 8 m respectively. In
effect, assuming that the boundary conditions are far enough from the area
of the clamp in order for the spring forces to have sufficient length to decay
to zero, the actual location of the boundary conditions has no effect on the
spring forces. This is a very useful property, as it allows one to analyze only
the area around a clamp to compute the spring forces and not the entire
length of the cable. However, this property is not true for other quantities
of interest in a cable such as the mean deflection of the cable section, or the
developed axial load due to the loads from the suspender cables. Thus, the
method proposed here is suitable for defining the distribution of the spring
forces around the clamp.
It should be noted that the most memory consuming part of the proposed
method is the construction of the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices [Ψ]























Figure 5.16: Spring force distribution along the x axis of the spring with the
maximum force at the midspan, for three different values of the span length
L of the cable.
eigenvalue problem involves a 2N × 2N = 18122× 18122 sparse matrix. The
standard eigenvalue function in Matlab eig requires a maximum memory of
13 GB RAM to find [Ψ] and [Λ] (although the final memory requirement of
storing [Ψ] and [Λ] is only 2.5 GB of RAM). This amount of RAM can be
readily found today on a personal computer, meaning that the problem can
be solved without a supercomputer.
On the other hand, if someone chooses to directly solve the initial system
of coupled differential equations (5.53), the computational cost is dramati-
cally higher. Two of the choices to solve the coupled system would be Finite
Differences or an approximation of the physical problem. The second option,
that is essentially equivalent to the first one from a computational point of
view, will be analyzed in more detail .
An approximation of the physical problem would be to use concentrated
springs every ∆x instead of distributed springs in the x direction. In such
a case, a node has to be placed every ∆x for each one of the wires. In
between these nodes each wire would behave like a beam, requiring to define
four DOF’s corresponding to the deflections w, v and their corresponding
rotations at every node. As there are N wires in the system, there will be
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4N DOF’s at a specific cross-section. The number of cross-sections over the
length L is (1 + L/∆x). Consequently, the total number of DOF’s in the
system is (1 + L/∆x) · 4N . Finally, a sparse system of (1 + L/∆x) · 4N
equations involving a ((1 +L/∆x) · 4N)× ((1 +L/∆x) · 4N) global stiffness
matrix has to be solved. In order to theoretically approximate a problem with
distributed springs using concentrated springs every ∆x, ∆x → 0. From a
numerical point of view, a small value is selected for ∆x. Consequently,
L/∆x is a large number and the dimension of the system that needs to be
solved when using the approximate method is dramatically larger than the
dimension 2N of the eigenvalue problem that has to be solved when using the
proposed method. Specifically, the memory required to solve the eigenvalue
problem of dimension 2N is approximately equal to the memory required
to solve a system of 4N equations, which is of course dramatically smaller
than the memory required to solve the system of (1 +L/∆x) · 4N equations
appearing in the approximate method (resulting from the coupled system of
equations (5.53)).
It can be therefore concluded that the proposed method makes possible
the solution of very large systems that appear in real life applications involv-
ing suspension bridge cables, without having to resort to a supercomputer.
It should be finally noted that a substantial advantage of the proposed
method is that its computationally expensive component, the eigenvalue de-
composition, is independent of the loading and hence it’s not needed to repeat
it for different cases of loads. The distribution of spring forces over the sec-
tion at x = L/2 is presented for the suspension cable case considered in this
section in Fig. 5.17, for a load q2 of the same form as the radial external
pressure q1 of the clamp, which is now applied only to the external wires
belonging to the upper half of the cross section, i.e. wires with y ≤ 0. Such










Figure 5.17: Spring forces for the case of the main cable of a suspension
bridge subjected to external pressure load applied only on the upper half of
the cable section.
5.8 Conclusions
A method was proposed to analyze linear multiple-beam systems consisting
of N parallel beams connected in a general way with springs perpendicular
to the beams and distributed along the longitudinal direction. Two cases
were examined: beams with potentially different stiffnesses as expressed by
the diagonal of matrix [ΓEI ] and beams of common stiffness subjected to a
common axial tensile load P . The proposed method utilizes the eigenvalue
decomposition approach to decouple the initially coupled system of differen-
tial equations into a system of equations, which is not only uncoupled, but
consists of differential equations with known homogeneous and particular
solutions for which exact shape functions can be constructed.
Two numerical examples were provided to demonstrate the capabilities
of the proposed method. In the first one, the exact character of the shape
functions was validated, i.e. the obtained solutions were shown to be exact
regardless of the size of the finite elements used. The important consequence
here is the significant reduction in the size of the global stiffness matrix
resulting from each of the uncoupled differential equations. In addition, it
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was shown that it is possible to evaluate displacements and rotations at any
point within a finite element without the need to solve any additional system
of equations.
The second example considered a suspension bridge cable with a realistic
number of wires (9061) and demonstrated that it is possible to define the
distribution of the pressure loads on the wires using the proposed method
without having to resort to a supercomputer. Specifically, the memory re-
quired to solve such a problem with the proposed method is dramatically
smaller than the memory required if conventional approximate methods were
used.
5.9 Notation
[C]: row vector of homogeneous basis functions
D(x): differential equation
{d}: column vector of nodal degrees of freedom
E: modulus of elasticity
{f}: column vector of nodal forces
Fspringl : force of distributed spring l along its direction
fq: uniformly distributed load
{F (x)}: column vector of external loads applied on beams
{G}: column vector of functions Gi(x)
I: moment of inertia
I iy, I
i
z: moments of inertia of beam i with respect to y and z respectively
[I]: identity matrix
k: stiffness of distributed elastic springs
[K]: stiffness matrix
[Ks]: stiffness matrix of parallel beams system due to the distributed springs
L: length of beam
[N ]: row vector of shape functions
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p(x): a function of x
P : tensile axial load
q(x): test function
v(x): lateral displacement in the direction z
vi(x): displacement v(x) of beam i
w(x): lateral displacement in the direction y
wi(x): displacement w(x) of beam i
{Z(x)}: column vector of transformed variables: {Z(x)} = [Φ]−1{G(x)}
{Z}k: column vector of DOFs corresponding to the discretization of Zk(x)
[Γ1]: positive diagonal matrix









θij: angle of the line connecting the centerlines of beams i and j with the z
axis
{Θ(x)}: column vector of transformed variables: {Θ(x)} = [Ψ]−1{G(x)}
{Θ}k: column vector of DOFs corresponding to the discretization of Θk(x)
[Λ]: diagonal matrix of eigenvalues λi of the eigenvalue problem [K]{ψi} =
λi[Γ1]{ψi}
Π: system of 2N coupled differential equations
[Φ]: matrix of eigenvectors φi of the eigenvalue problem [K]{φi} = ξi{φi}
[Ψ]: matrix of eigenvectors ψi of the eigenvalue problem [K]{ψi} = λi[Γ1]{ψi}
[Ξ]: diagonal matrix of eigenvalues ξ of the eigenvalue problem [K]{φi} =
ξi{φi}
5.9.1 Subscripts
b: quantity related to a beam differential equation
e: quantity related to finite element e
eb: quantity related to a beam on elastic foundation differential equation
h: quantity related to the homogeneous solution
mb: quantity related to a multiple-beam system
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p: quantity related to the particular solution
tb: quantity related to a beam on elastic foundation under tensile axial load
differential equation
teb: quantity related to a beam under tensile axial load differential equation
v: quantity related to the v deflection
w: quantity related to the w deflection
y: quantity with respect to the y axis
z: quantity with respect to the z axis
5.10 Appendix





















dx˜ are given where appropriate, for the differential equations
presented in section 5.5. Moreover when fpe(x˜) is constant, {fp} =
∫ Le
0




[C]Te dx˜ and hence, I4 =
∫ Le
0
[C]Te dx˜ is also presented. Since
I1, I2 and I3 are symmetric their values below the diagonal will be omitted.
5.10.1 Beam
I1(1, 1) = I1(1, 2) = I1(1, 3) = I1(2, 2) = I1(2, 3) = 0
I1(3, 3) = 4Le I1(3, 4) = 6L
2











5.10.2 Beam on Elastic Foundation
The shape functions for the Beam on Elastic Foundation occur from replacing
p1 = ak, q1 = ak in the shape functions of the beam on elastic foundation
under tensile axial load. Thus the matrices: I1, I3, I4 occur by replacing the
p1 = ak, q1 = ak in the corresponding terms of the beam on elastic foundation
under tensile axial load that will be presented in section 5.10.4.
5.10.3 Beam under tensile axial load
I1(1, 1) = I1(1, 2) = I1(1, 3) = I1(1, 4) = I1(2, 2) = I1(2, 3) = I1(2, 4) = 0
I1(3, 3) = −1/2 s1 3 + 1/2 s1 3e2 s1 Le I1(3, 4) = s1 4Le
I1(4, 4) = 1/2 s1
3 − 1/2 s1 3e−2 s1 Le
I2(1, 1) = 0 I2(1, 2) = 0
I2(1, 3) = 0 I2(1, 4) = 0
I2(2, 2) = Le I2(2, 3) = e
s1 Le − 1
I2(2, 4) = −1 + e−s1 Le I2(3, 3) = −1/2 s1 + 1/2 s1 e2 s1 Le












5.10.4 Winkler Beam under tensile axial load
• P 2 ≥ 4 kj EIi, i, j ∈ [y, z] and j 6= i











(−1 + es3 Le−s4 Le)
s3 − s4
I1(2, 2) = 1/2 s3




(−1 + e−s3 Le+s4 Le)
s3 − s4




(−1 + e−s3 Le−s4 Le)
s3 + s4
I1(3, 3) = −1/2 s4 3 + 1/2 s4 3e2 s4 Le
I1(3, 4) = s4
4Le I1(4, 4) = 1/2 s4
3 − 1/2 s4 3e−2 s4 Le
I2(1, 1) = −1/2 s3 + 1/2 s3 e2 s3 Le I2(1, 2) = −s3 2Le
I2(1, 3) =
s4 s3
(−1 + es3 Le+s4 Le)
s3 + s4
I2(1, 4) = −
s4 s3
(−1 + es3 Le−s4 Le)
s3 − s4
I2(2, 2) = 1/2 s3 − 1/2 s3 e−2 s3 Le I2(2, 3) =
s4 s3
(−1 + e−s3 Le+s4 Le)
s3 − s4
I2(2, 4) = −
s4 s3
(−1 + e−s3 Le−s4 Le)
s3 + s4
I2(3, 3) = −1/2 s4 + 1/2 s4 e2 s4 Le
I2(3, 4) = −s4 2Le I2(4, 4) = 1/2 s4 − 1/2 s4 e−2 s4 Le
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I3(1, 1) = 1/2
−1 + e2 s3 Le
s3
I3(1, 2) = Le
I3(1, 3) =
−1 + es3 Le+s4 Le
s3 + s4
I3(1, 4) =
−1 + es3 Le−s4 Le
s3 − s4
I3(2, 2) = −1/2 −1 + e
−2 s3 Le
s3
I3(2, 3) = −−1 + e
−s3 Le+s4 Le
s3 − s4
I3(2, 4) = −−1 + e
−s3 Le−s4 Le
s3 + s4
I3(3, 3) = 1/2
−1 + e2 s4 Le
s4
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)
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This dissertation proposes new models for simulating problems in dynamics
and contact mechanics. The first two chapters 2 and 3 focus on the problem
of rocking of a rigid body on a moving deformable base. In chapter 2 two
models were proposed, the 2D CSM and 2D WM . The models included
the effect of sliding, uplift and geometric non-linearities in the response. It
was shown that sliding and ground deformability have a significant effect in
the response of a body and that the assumptions of no sliding or rigid base
may in some cases be non-conservative. Similarly uplift, as was also noted
with a simplified model in [30], may be a significant part of the response with
visible contribution in both the time history and state-space responses of the
body. Moreover, it was shown that lumping the reactions of the support base
in the corners of the rigid body, an assumption made by CSM models, is a
realistic assumption for bodies with physical concentrated supports, but not
for bodies with a flat base for which the WM should be used. Finally, the
proposed WM does not neglect the projection length outside the two corners
of the body. The corresponding forces and moments become of increasing
importance as the aspect ratio of the body decreases.
The two most important contributions of this chapter are: first, that the
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relaxation of a series of assumptions made in literature has resulted in two
models capable of simulating the response of bodies without restrictions on
their aspect ratio, or the properties of the support medium; and second that
both models are formulated in such a way that no discontinuities occur in
the displacements and rotation of the body, or their derivatives.
While cases of planar rocking are covered by the 2D CSM and WM ,
the motion of the support medium is rarely aligned with only one of the
principal axis of the body. It is therefore expected that in reality a body
would experience 3D motions and rotations. This is why both models were
generalized to three dimensions in chapter 3. Again, the models include
the effects of ground deformability, sliding and uplift. This is an important
contribution since unlike planar rocking, no model existed previously in the
literature for the 3D rocking model of a rigid prism. The conclusions of this
chapter are also important. The contribution of twist in the response was
highlighted, while it was shown that the commonly used assumption of a fixed
rocking plane is not only unrealistic, but may also lead to non-conservative
estimates. In fact, planar rocking is a reasonable assumption only when one
of the dimensions of the base of the body is significantly larger than the other
and the coefficient of friction is large enough.
Moreover, the models developed for the contact forces, and especially the
analytical method of computing the spring and damping forces for the 3D
WM , may be applied to several other dynamic problems involving contact.
The proper geometric definition of the solid corresponding to the spring forces
and the separation of the damping solid into two convex solids were also
significant contributions that may lead to the fast computation of the reaction
forces for several other polyhedral shapes of bodies.
Chapter 4 examines the dynamic response of rigid bodies on caster sys-
tems. The 3D rocking dynamics are strongly coupled with the disk dynamics
resulting in a very complex dynamic behavior. The contribution of this chap-
ter is important, because there is no previous model in literature suitable for
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this type of systems, as one would expect from the limited previous litera-
ture in the 3D rocking problem. It was shown that rocking is possible in
such systems, when the swiveling or spinning rotations of some of the wheels
are locked. It was also shown that different patterns of locked wheels result
in significantly different behavior of the system when subjected to the same
motion of the support medium and that the optimal pattern of locked wheels
depends on the characteristics of the 3D ground motion.
Moreover, another significant contribution of this chapter was the method
proposed to bring the Lagrange’s equations of motion to a more suitable form
for integration. The method breaks down expressions in Lagrange’s equations
of motion into simple derivatives and separates the acceleration terms from
the rest of the terms, for each of the bodies of the system and is applicable
to similar systems of open kinematic chains involving any number of links.
A method to geometrically define the contact point of a disk at any time
instance was presented. Finally, a compliance version of a rolling friction
model is suggested that involves the definition of the two state variables,
which correspond to the integral of the velocity of the point of the disk
passing through the contact point over time at both horizontal directions.
Chapter 5 dealt with the static contact problem of multiple jointed elastic
beams. A method was proposed to decompose the differential equations oc-
curring from these systems, using the eigenvalue decomposition method and
then solving the occurring differential equations with finite elements based
on the corresponding exact shape functions. A method to construct exact
shape functions for beam, beam on elastic foundation (BOEF), beam under
tensile axial load, and BOEF under tensile axial load differential equations
was presented. The construction of equivalent nodal loads and exact stiffness
matrices using a Galerkin method was also illustrated.
While previous models using exact shape functions have focused only on
the nodal DOFs, a method was proposed to compute the exact displacements
and rotations in the interior of an element under external load. The eigen-
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value decomposition method and the use of exact shape functions result in
significant reduction of the computational cost, allowing the investigation of
problems that could have only been studied using a supercomputer when us-
ing conventional methods. Such a problem is the distribution of the pressure
loads on each of the wires of a main cable in a suspension bridge around the
area of the clamp. An important contribution of the model presented in this
chapter is that this computationally intense problem, involving 9061 wires
for a real bridge, could be studied in a computer with modest specifications
using the suggested method.
There are important properties of the pressure loads occurring from the
large ratio of the stiffness of the springs connecting the beams relative to the
bending stiffness of the beams: These forces decay very fast when moving
away from the point of application of the external load, i.e. the clamp,
and thus one may study the problem only around a small area around the
clamp, without having to take into consideration the whole length of the
cable. Moreover, far from the clamp the pressure forces are zero and as a
consequence frictional interactions between wires may occur only in the areas
around the clamps. These important properties will significantly simplify
related problems, such as the redistribution of axial forces due to friction
between the wires of a cable.
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Chapter 7
Directions for Future Research
Future work will explore the effects of non symmetry for both the 2D and
3D CSM and WM . The effect of different polygonal bases and multiple
contact points will be examined for the 3D WM and CSM respectively. The
combination of different number of wheels of various sizes can be used for the
models of a rigid body on casters. Finally, the 3D CSM model presented in
chapter 3 and the model presented in chapter 4 may be combined to describe
bodies that have both physical concentrated supports and casters.
The developed models allow the investigation of the risk of rocking objects
when subjected to 3D ground motions. A future application is the determi-
nation of the risk of these objects when subjected to spectrum compatible
time histories.
But in general, the models will permit one to highlight and better under-
stand the multiple phenomena occurring in the rocking response of a body.
Having tools that are capable of describing real applications allows the com-
parison and calibration of the models using experiments. The experimental
work on rocking is a challenging but necessary step.
Another important direction towards future research is the generalization
of the models for the cases of multiple stacked rocking bodies, encountered
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for example in the cases of multi-drum columns or stacked cargo boxes.
The inclusion of uplift, sliding and 3D dynamics in the models has allowed
the simulation of other interesting dynamic problems, one of which is the
simulation of the dynamics of a die.
Finally, a future direction is the relaxation of the rigidity assumption for
the body. This direction would require the generalization of the models and
tools developed into a combined finite-discrete element scheme as described
in [34]. Some of the tools developed in chapter 5 will help in this direction.
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